Introduction - Eve Ensler

Words. Words. This book is indeed about words. Speaking the unspoken. Speaking the spoken in a new and viable way, speaking the pain, speaking the hunger. Speaking. Speaking about violence against women not because it is the only issue, but because it is an issue that lives smack in the middle of the world and is still not spoken, not seen, not given weight or significance. So that words crack open numbness and denial and disassociation and distance and deception. Speaking so that we are in community, in conscience, in concern.

Speaking about violence against women because in 2006, young Amish girls are gunned down in their school just because they are girls; women are trafficked like meat sold from poor neighborhoods to men in rich neighborhoods; women are raped in Darfur on their way to get wood for the fire or grass for their donkeys. In 2006 women are burned and mutilated and stoned and undone and refused and silenced. Speaking about violence because in early November 2006 the president of Israel stepped down after being accused of rape and harassment, and a cleric in Australia blamed uncovered women for getting raped. Speaking about violence against women because of your mother, your sister, your aunt, your daughter, your girlfriend, your best friend, your wife. Speaking about violence against women because the story of women is the story of life itself. In speaking about it, you cannot avoid speaking about racism and domination, poverty and patriarchy, empire building, war, sexuality, desire, imagination. The mechanism of violence is what destroys women, controls women, diminishes women, and keeps them in their so-called place. Speaking about violence, telling the stories, because in the telling, we legitimize women's experience. We reveal what is happening in the dark, in the basement, out of sight. In the telling, women take their power back. Their voice. Their remembering. Their future.

As part of a two-week "Until the Violence Stops" Festival held in New York City in the summer of 2006, we asked a group of remarkable writers to contribute memories, monologues, rants, and prayers on the subject of violence against women. We envisioned a pivotal event in which these monologues would be performed by great actors. We thought maybe, maybe, ten or twenty would respond. We were overwhelmed with contributions. Each writer brought something so specific, so original, so Edward Albee it could only be Edward Albee, so Alice Walker it could only be Alice Walker, so Erin Cressida Wilson, so Michael Eric Dyson.

We need writers in these terrible times of deception and manipulation and sound bites and half-investigated truths, in these times when the lust for power has trumped the hunger for justice, in these times of evildoers and saints. We don't have many real leaders, we don't have many politicians we can trust. But we can trust writers. Rather than selling us something, they are exploring
something; rather than dominating us, they are opening us; rather then winning or having a position, they are inviting us to ask questions.

We need each and every writer, each and every artist, to tell the truth the way she or he sees it, the way it comes through her or him. Some of the work in this book is funny, some mysterious, some very difficult, some devastating. All of it is new. The first time it was performed was at the festival before two thousand people. It was thrilling.

The writers in this book received no payment for this work other than the deep satisfaction that comes from serving the higher good. My proceeds and the writers’ royalties from the sale of *A Memory, a Monologue, a Rant, and a Prayer* will benefit V-Day. (To find out more about V-Day, see page 191; you can also visit www.v-day.org.)

I thank these great playwrights, poets, journalists, visionaries, for the gift of this book, and I thank you, the reader, for taking this journey.
Looking for the Body Music

Michael Klein

My friend Frank calls it looking for the body music—the music my mother heard.

At the end of looking for the body music, one stumbles upon a woman's body with the whole world taken out of her—but before that scene, a foreshadow: my mother at the boarding school.

She's twelve, child of two alcoholics, vaudevillians, shadows on a stage.

She's overweight and sees beyond herself even then, so the girls are mean in their pressed dresses and routinely hang my mother out the window by her feet for a long time waiting for the exactly right cadence of please before they pull her back into her life.

That was in 1940-something—the year my mother began the book her mind was writing called this is what happened to me—the book she read to us—pill-language to cushion the abyss of two marriages—one husband beat her up, one husband took her money and broke her off with the world until she got written as the failed suicide after hanging by a thread by a hair, by her feet, borne of her fierce suspension over something called a youth.
1.
My grandmother was born in the Ukraine but immigrated to Venezuela before the Second World War. She told me this story: A young Jewish woman was kidnapped by a group of Cossacks during a pogrom. They brought her into a room and held her down, deciding who would have her first.

“If you touch me I will put a curse on you,” the woman said. “I am a witch.” The Cossacks laughed. “I can prove it!” she shouted. “I can prove to you that I’m a witch.”

Their leader smiled and said, “Very well. Prove it, then.” “I am immortal,” she said, “and you cannot kill me.” They laughed some more. “You cannot kill me. Not even if you shoot me. Try it.”

They stopped laughing and looked at her. “Here. Try it.” She pointed to her chest. “Shoot me right here. You will see that I’m immortal.” The Cossacks looked at one another but didn’t move.

“Shoot me in the heart. You will see I won’t die. And then you’ll have your proof that I’m a witch.” The leader thought for a moment, then quickly took out his pistol and shot her in the heart. The young woman fell to the floor bleeding, looked at the man who had shot her, and said, “Thank you, you imbecile.”

My grandmother liked stories of heroic suicides.

2.
My grandmother wanted to be a doctor when she was young. But in the Ukraine in 1935, there were only a few seats at the university allotted to Jews, and all of them went to men. So she became a nurse.

When she told her family in 1937 that she wanted to go to Venezuela, everyone was against it. They hardly knew where Venezuela was on the map.

But her fiancé, Boris (my grandfather), had moved here two years earlier to make his fortune, and he wanted her to come join him; business was going well for him and he was worried about rumors of a war in Europe.

I don’t know if it was the imminent war or the invitation of a lover in the tropics, or both, but she came here. She was twenty-two years old.

The story goes that when she arrived in Caracas, she was a woman of such delicate beauty, every immigrant wanted to marry her. (I’ve seen pictures, and she was stunning.) And my grandfather said, “Although I brought you here, you have no obligation to marry me. We’ve been apart for two years, and your feelings might have changed. You can have your pick of
any man in our community.”
My grandmother cried, moved by his words, and told him that yes, it was her decision. And her decision was to marry him.
(Another version of the story is that their marriage had been arranged by their parents in the Ukraine, and that his asking her to choose to marry him was a testament to his liberal views, so she married him.)

3.
When their first child was born, my grandmother named her Margarita, which is the name of Venezuela’s national flower. Margarita Weinberg. (Her Jewish name, Miriam, came from my grandmother’s mother, who had died when my grandmother was two.)
My grandmother was the storyteller in the family.
In some arrangement made long before I was born, she had inherited the responsibility of keeping our narratives and our history alive for us.
“My brother was a Communist who left our village in the Ukraine and went to Paris to join the Resistance fighters against the Nazis,” she said. “He became one of their best spies. A street in Paris is named after him.” Two years after he joined the Resistance, he was surprised on a mission inside a German arsenal in a suburb of Paris. “When the Nazis surrounded the arsenal, he used all the weapons in it to defend himself. He killed many Nazis that day,” she told us. “He saved the last bullet for himself.” Heroic suicides . . . I grew up with these narratives.

4.
At nineteen my mother, Margarita, met a young man named Simon, who’d arrived in Venezuela after the war, from Romania. He’d survived the war by sewing and selling the yellow Stars of David that the Jews were made to wear. He spent most of the war alternately hiding in a small room and selling Stars of David. He was eleven.
My mother’s childhood in Venezuela was idyllic. The country was blessed with warm weather and kind inhabitants who were welcoming to the immigrants. The war was a million miles away, and my mother heard about it only when my grandparents would talk in hushed tones about relatives who had stayed behind and were now either in concentration camps or dead.
Simon was brought to Venezuela by his aunt, who had a successful clock shop in the center of town. She brought him to my grandmother’s house to meet my mother. They went out on a few dates, and then he asked her to marry him.
She liked him, but her intuition told her she shouldn’t marry him—he came from such a different life. She had never known hunger or war, except in the heroic and suicidal stories of her mother.
But my grandfather Boris said, “Do you think there’s a line of men waiting for you? We are a small Jewish community here. He’s a good man. You should marry him.”
My grandmother heard this but said nothing. And my mother
married him. Her strongest memory of her wedding day is standing under the canopy in the synagogue thinking, "What am I doing here? This feels like suicide."

5. Their marriage was a disaster. My mother's intuition about Simon, my father, was absolutely correct. They were from two different worlds. My father's Eastern European upbringing, already stern and strict, had then been further hardened by the war. He loved Spinoza, Schopenhauer, and other severe European philosophers. He was despotic and had little patience for things other than survival. His main interests were making a living, having children, and attending synagogue. My mother loved American movies and Venezuelan balladeers and porcelain dolls. He was punctual and Germanic in his daily habits. She had the punctuality of people in the tropics and their laid-back attitude. He perceived her as spoiled and lazy. And his inability to understand her quickly turned to fury. For her part, she often thought herself superior to him. The war had left deep scars: His manners were lacking or nonexistent; he laughed too loudly, spoke broken Spanish, and ate voraciously. (He told me he had been hungry for so long that he thought one could never have enough food to be satiated.)

6. Every Friday night there would be a Sabbath dinner at our house. My clearest memory of those dinners was my father's bright red face and the swollen veins in his neck as he yelled accusations. "The Sabbath candles were not lit at the right time! You don't care about the Sabbath! What kind of a mother are you? This food is terrible! You don't know how to cook! The children are too loud, what have you taught them?" Each attack was louder than the last: the shouting, the insults. And yet every time my mother tried to answer him, my grandfather would say, "Margarita, let it be. Shoin." ("Enough" in Yiddish.) And he wouldn't let her respond. If my mother tried again, he would again say "Shoin," and silence her. Perhaps he thought this the best way to diffuse the argument, perhaps he himself was afraid of my father, perhaps he felt pity for him. Whatever the reason, my mother was always the one encouraged to silence. "Let him have his way," my grandfather would tell her. "Who cares?"

But the most striking thing to me, even as a young boy, was that my grandmother would watch and listen and never say a word. Margarita was being savagely attacked by my father and silenced by my grandfather and my grandmother said nothing—not a word.

7. I thought my grandmother was heroic. She had to be, to cross the Atlantic, to settle in a small Latin American village without knowing the language, to raise three children in this new land,
and to bear the responsibility of keeping our narratives alive. But what good are narratives if they lead to suicide? How could she stand by and watch her daughter be assaulted and do nothing? Did she think the harassment would end? Did she not realize that my mother needed her mother to defend her? My mother thought of suicide many times. But she had three children. That's the trouble with heroic stories...

My grandmother passed away seven years ago, and since then another tacit agreement has made me the writer in the family, the keeper of our stories. Members of my family come to me to ask about the past. And so in writing this story I call my mother to make sure I've gotten it right. And I take the opportunity to ask her about these events. "Did you ever ask your mother why she didn't defend you?"

"I was an adult. I had three children. It was not for her to defend me," she tells me. "And I think you have part of the story wrong."

She tells me a different version of my grandmother's arrival in Venezuela, one she heard from her aunt. In this version, after my grandfather left the Ukraine to come to Venezuela, my grandmother fell madly in love with a revolutionary Communist. Her father forbade the affair, and the communist lover, brokenhearted, went to Spain to fight in the civil war. There he was killed in battle. Her father, keenly aware of the imminent war in Europe, forced my grandmother to go to Venezuela and marry my grandfather. If this version is true, my grandmother's heroic tales served a deeper purpose than I had originally imagined. They weren't a code of conduct, or a commitment to revolt; they were simply the longings of an adolescent Ukrainian girl living in the tropics. Heroic actions that she could fantasize about but never act upon.

The real lesson she had learned from her father was: Compromise to survive. The heroine in my grandmother's pogrom story might have survived had she compromised. Her brother would have been captured and maybe even lived a few more years had he not used the bullet on himself. But they decided against it. These stories were the road not taken. The life not lived. And hence she could dream them, but she could not really teach her daughter how to act on them.

Suicide was good in fiction. Not good in reality. In reality silence and obedience seemed to secure survival. And heroism was a virtue to admire in a novel or a transatlantic journey. But not a recipe for life...

My mother eventually divorced my father, then married him again and divorced him again. That was ten years ago. "I'm glad you're writing this down," she tells me. "It certainly doesn't have the flair of your grandmother stories." She smiles. "It took me a long time and many rewrites, but I finally left your father. And I'm satisfied with that outcome"—she
pauses—“and that it didn't end in suicide.”

1600 Elmwood Avenue  
Monica Szlekovics  
I remember my first trip to Elmwood Avenue. The ride from my grandmother’s house always took us through Highland Park, and in the spring you could smell the lilacs as they blossomed. Highland Park was a place of great beauty, with all its flower gardens and walking trails, and although we only drove through the park, it created a euphoric atmosphere within my tiny little world as I sat peering out the car window. The euphoria passed as soon as we emerged from the park. The landscape became barren, and in the distance one solitary building reaching into the sky loomed over us.

1600 Elmwood Avenue had a circular driveway, just as many hospitals do, and from the outside you never would have guessed this was no ordinary hospital except for the eerie silence. There were no ambulances or people rushing about. The place was a fortress, with security checkpoints and locked doors. 1600 Elmwood Avenue was a psychiatric asylum.

More often than not, I was not allowed to see my mother because children were not permitted in certain areas of the hospital. However, I do remember one occasion when I saw my mother on a restricted floor, and the moments I spent with her in that room before the staff realized a child was in a restricted area have stayed with me.

The room smelled of urine and was filthy. The windows had bars on them, and the only furniture in the room was two metal tables with benches attached and bolted to the floor. What I didn’t see when I walked in was my mother crouched on the floor in a corner. She saw me, though.

And when she did, she sprang to her feet in a desperate attempt to reach me, but she failed. It was then that I realized she was chained to the floor. My beautiful mother had been reduced to the status of an animal. She had bruises all over her body, and she appeared to be foaming at the mouth. Initially, I was paralyzed with fear, but hysteria soon took over and I was escorted out and taken to another wing of the hospital.
I was taken to the rehabilitation unit, which was equipped with a bowling alley for the patients. I went from one world into another in a few seconds. The patients were happy, talkative, and well groomed. A far cry from what I had seen on the floor my mother was on. It was as if I reentered the park I had exited on my way there. My childhood was marred by incidents like this, and it was from these experiences that I learned there existed a duality in the world, of good and evil. I would spend a great deal of my life entering and exiting its various facets. For I myself am now confined to an asylum that has been conspicuously disguised as a correctional institution.

The Closet
Howard Zinn
I was about twelve. I had three younger brothers, ranging from four to ten years old. It was 1934 or so. Yes, one of the worst years of the Depression. Our family was living in one of the many tenements we moved in and out of in those years, one step ahead of the landlord demanding rent. It was what was called a cold-water flat, meaning: one bedroom for the parents, one bedroom for the kids, a double bed for three kids, sleeping zu füßen (head to toe, to make more room), and a folding bed for the fourth kid. No such thing as a living room or dining room—unheard of in our circles. A kitchen with a washtub for both clothes and people. A water closet with just a toilet, no sink, no tub or shower. No refrigerator (also unheard of) but an icebox, replenished with cakes of ice carried from the neighborhood ice dealer, melting into a basin underneath that sometimes overflowed in the night, causing a minor crisis. A coal stove on which we heated water when needed, and which provided the only heat for the three rooms.

Was there a closet? I don't remember, but it's relevant to this little story, because it was winter and my father was sent out by my mother (she made the decisions in the family) to buy a kind of cardboard closet that she had seen displayed in a store perhaps a dozen blocks away. My father was a waiter, now unemployed, an immigrant from Austria, who had met my mother when they were both factory workers in Manhattan. He was about five foot five, strongly built with powerful hands, a quiet and gentle man. My mother was an immigrant from Siberia, slightly shorter, full-bodied, with black hair and a beautiful oval face.

My father went out at dusk, to catch the store before it closed, and came back with the desired closet. That is, he came back with a package of cardboards that, if assembled in a certain
way, would constitute a closet. There was a page of instructions, unintelligible to either my father or my mother. He set out to assemble the closet and was baffled in every attempt he made, but he kept trying, with my mother standing by, making suggestions that didn’t work, and his frustration growing by the minute. This must have gone on for an hour, and we boys were standing at the door of our bedroom in our underwear, watching. My father had reached the limits of his ability and his patience, but my mother kept asking him to try just once more. So he did, failing again, terribly frustrated, and when my mother said he should bring it back to the store where he had bought it, his pent-up frustration turned into anger, and he picked up one of the cardboard pieces and brought it down on her head. It was only cardboard and couldn’t injure her, but it was a terrible thing to behold, and we four boys began shouting, screaming at him, crying. Our mother was weeping, our father suddenly chastened. He picked up the pieces of the “closet” and left the house. I was reminded of this incident many years later when I read Ann Petry’s story “Like a Winding Sheet.” In it, a black man who loves his wife, though they both work hard for very little, goes through a day of humiliations at work, at the hands of a white supervisor, and then in a restaurant, at the hands of a blond white waitress. He comes home, and when his wife says for him to come and eat, coaxing him with “You’re nothing but a hungry old nigger,” he strikes her with his fist again and again. What does it all mean? We cannot abide by the violence one miserable person lets loose on another. We must shout and scream, as I and my brothers did, until it stops. At the same time, we must think of the more profound job ahead, to change the conditions of life that drive human beings to violence—one person against women, and indeed all violence of one frustrated, angry person against another, one angry, aggrieved people against another.
As a chile I thought my first name was black, my middle name ugly, and my last name bitch. I had been called a black ugly bitch so much I thought that was my birth-given name. If you’d looked up the words "wounded child" in the dictionary, there would’ve been a photo of me, Betty Frances Dove. You see, life for me was hard, and my ass was scared from the many beatins my mother discarded. Now please don’t get it twisted; some of the beatins were well deserved, most were in today’s standards just plain ole child abuse. I am the second oldest of eight and that meant my older sister and I had the responsibility of raising the remaining six. Life was not easy; we were dirt-poor, living in the slums of the ghetto. By the age of eight, I was stealing out of department stores because I was tired of wearing my old-ass-older sisters’ hand-me-downs. Stealing was so easy because no one paid attention to the little black bitch walkin round the stores robbin them blind. I continued to steal until I got caught tryin to steal a coat for Mother on Mother’s Day. I spent a few weeks in the shelter behind that. I was raped by a family friend at the young age of thirteen; I contracted VD as a result of that rape. By the time I was seventeen, I was tired of the constant ass-kickins and tired of livin in an abusive household. So I traded off. I left my abusive mother and married my abusive husband, Arthur Tyson. Arthur and I lived together as husband and wife for four months. I ran from Arthur and I ran to my first trick. After I started turning tricks, I developed a drug habit. The more
tricks I turned, the more drugs I began to use. The drugs allowed me to forget about the abuse, forget about the loneliness, and forget about the pain.
The abuse, the loneliness, the pain, the tricks, and the drugs was nothing compared to the man who stole twenty-five years of my life. William Mahoney was the chief of police, and he framed me for a murder that I did not commit. I was handcuffed to a two-armed chair while eight detectives beat on me repeatedly. I was a trick-turner. I was a drug addict. But I was not a murderer. I tried to take my life in prison because I could not accept the fact that I had to serve twenty-five years for a murder I did not commit.
After my failed attempt at suicide, I began to realize that there was a reason God had spared my life. I accepted the fact that I had to do the time, and I began to reach out to the young girls who came into the system. I worked in the AIDS ward and I took classes in photography. When I accepted the fact that I had to do the time, I found my purpose. If it had not been for the bad choices I had made in life, I would not be here today. I would have died on the streets a long time ago. In 1998 my conviction was overturned and I was released from prison. I continue to tell my story with the hope of saving the youth of today. The choices we make today determine who we become tomorrow.

First Kiss
Mollie Doyle
I was little. Six.
Sports camp—swimming, soccer, and I can't remember what the third sport was.
But I know there was one.
We moved from activity to activity with tiny beads of sweat on our foreheads.
It was my second day.
The soccer counselor told us that we were going to play in the hockey rink.
It would be cooler.
There was no ice—a cement oval with white walls scarred by black hockey pucks.
The counselor divided us into two teams.
It wasn't really soccer.
Just a pack of children chasing a ball around, screaming.
Near the end of that day's session, I fell and scraped my knee.
Blood gushed down my shirt.
Everyone stopped playing.
My giant flap of skin hanging on a jagged piece of cement was better than a leather ball.
One boy dared a girl to touch it.
The counselor sent everyone else off to the pool and took me to see the nurse.
But she wasn’t there.
So, he did my knee up himself—peroxide, bandages, tape—
artfully applied so that I could even bend my knee without
the tape pulling on my skin.
He told me I had played well and patted me on the back.
I thanked him and went home that afternoon and told my
mother that I loved soccer.
The next day the counselor had the group circle up and invited
me to join him in the center.
He asked how my knee was.
I told him it was fine.
He asked me how I was going to thank him for fixing it.
I said I didn’t know.
He said, “Young lady, you really don’t know your please-and-thank-
yous? How about a kiss?”
I told him kissing was gross.
He laughed and asked the group if they thought he deserved a
kiss.
Of course they screamed, “Yes!”
He told me to lie down.
I shook my head and told him I didn’t want to.
He chuckled and gently pulled me down onto the yellow
sunburned grass so that we were lying next to each other in
the middle of the group like sardines in a can.
I rolled away.
Two kids pushed me back to him.
The counselor grabbed me, pulled my head to his, and
kissed me.
Forcing his tongue between my lips.
I gagged and squirmed. It was awful.
The kids laughed.
I wet my pants.
The counselor turned red, grabbed my arm,
pinching the triceps between his thumb and forefinger,
and dragged me to the side of the field.
He told me to go home. To get some diapers.
I ran home and told my mother that I HATED camp—
especially soccer—
and that I couldn’t even find a bathroom.
The next day I didn’t want to go back, but my mom insisted,
promising me she’d show me where the toilets were.
I did not tell her why I didn’t like camp—especially soccer.
A piece of me was too young to trust my instinct:
to know that kissing was not part of the game.
Twenty-nine years later, I return to that field
and I play with this:
May my daughter’s first kiss,
May your daughter’s first kiss,
May everyone’s daughter’s first kiss
be anticipated and wanted.
Groceries
Abiola Abrams
You/overestimated/the/groceries/you/could/carry.
You figure, as long as the bags hold out, you can leave a couple
at your front door and come back for them. So you figure, so
you leave two bags, jog up 3 long flights of stairs, and kick
your apartment open with your sneakered foot. You mean to
put your stuff in the kitchenette and run back down for the
tampons, cat food, and way, way, way too many rice cakes.
You are not bootylicious; it's still too be thin.
So, you/overestimated/the/groceries/you/could/carry.
That glass bottle of apple juice did it every time. You stick the
yogurt in the freezer, then you hear his voice. Smoooth, like a
wannabe Sunday-night DJ.
Yo, don't worry, #6 is good.
And suddenly your dorm number is your name and because
You/overestimated/the/groceries/you/could/carry.
You run downstairs to find Bigger, the neighbor's football-playing
boyfriend, stuffing fallen boxes of oatmeal and, uh-uh, tampons into your grocery bags. Luna & her revolving bedroom.

No, I got it, Bigger!

You bellow, angry at yourself for always being so paranoid.

Damn, Shorty, you must be having a hard-ass day.

You nod as Bigger swings your bags easily up past the second floor all the way to the 3rd & you gotta admit, sure does make things easier having a guy around.

Thanks, Bigger, so what do I owe you?

You say, standing between your door & Luna’s door, and you take your bags . . .

Nowhere.

Bigger pushes your tampons and rice cakes and apple juice through you and shoves you into your safe space, owning it.

Bigger, what the hell’re you doing?!

Shut the fuck up.

You can’t get past his blade. Your cat screams because the football player with a runny nose wrenches your head backward and slams your door closed with your nose. Your warm blood paints your face. Fist/after fist/after fist/after fist/pounds/into/your/uterus.

Stop weeping, bitch.

Which death will you choose?

Your head hits the floor, and a serrated knife snatches the skin on your throat. Then, in a moment that seems sickly Seinfeld, Bigger can’t hold the knife and get your jeans-panties down over your wide hips. He orders you to Take them off.

Bigger, please don’t do this. No. NO!

Slowly. Slowly. Yeah, like that.

Your legs and hands do what he says because his dagger splits your tongue. #32 smashes the spit out of you, stomps your thighs open & then bangs something molded and ugly into your flesh on the crimson crochet mat his girlfriend gave you for Kwanzaa.

You/overestimated/the/groceries/you/could/carry.

And now you’re carrying much more as Bigger’s dry thrusting holds your limp body prisoner with all of the charisma that is a knife. And my mind won’t die.
Blueberry Hill
Christine House
Before I knew much of anything, I knew that I was defined by what was between my legs. I didn't know what it was for. I didn't know what it could do or what the men of the world seemed to want with it. But I knew they wanted it. There was never a mistake about that.
In the beginning I thought it was funny. In the beginning I was flattered. All these boys, listening to me. Laughing at my jokes. All the attention. I was the center of their circle. They flirted. I flirted. I was free to do that, and it was fun. The air was warm that late-summer night. The stars were bright and beautiful. I was giddy, if not drunk. The mood was light. I was young. I was carefree. I was out. I was on.
Then their hands were on me. They were still flirting. They were still laughing. I tried to keep the mood light. Not overreact.
Not make a big deal out of nothing. But their hands were on me. I tried to laugh as I brushed them away. Just laugh. Just a joke, just having fun. But they were not laughing at the joke—they were laughing at me. I was the joke. And I was not having fun.

Then it wasn’t flattering. Then it was humiliating. I realized a moment too late. The mood had shifted so suddenly. That once-warm summer air become thick and hot as their bodies encircled mine. Their hands, so many hands, were everywhere, over my jeans, over my shirt, around my waist. I was being lifted. Effortlessly lifted and carried away easily by the largest of them. Carried through the woods, away from those not part of this group. Away from anyone who might care to stop them. Carried until I was dropped without regard onto the ground.

In a small clearing. I was on my back. I could see the stars. They were still bright, still beautiful, and totally indifferent to the fact that everything else about the night had changed.

Again I was the center of the circle. This time, I did not want to be. I was not giddy. I was not drunk. I was scared. I was disappointed. I was embarrassed.

And then I was almost resigned to what I knew was going to happen. At least now it made sense—their attention, their dealing. At least now it was in a familiar context. They didn’t actually like me. They only wanted to use me. This, at least, feels familiar. It’s not like I hadn’t had sex I didn’t want to have before. It is easier, not to fight. It is easier to just let it happen. It is easier, safer, and less horrible if I just convince myself that it doesn’t mean anything.

It is not important. If I could just pretend, inside and out, not to mind... I would be okay. You can’t rape the willing.

But that was only a brief thought because as I glanced around me at the huge, drunk, stupid men surrounding me, I knew: There is no surviving this. Not for me. There is no escaping from this one. I had been used before. I got over it. I was damaged already, but this. This was different. There were too many of them. They were too big. Had I really let my life get this out of control? This time I had something out there to look forward to. Plans I had made. My second year of college about to start. A semester in London. I had to go. I had to survive this. Face it. You put yourself here. This is the end of the road you chose. You were asking for it. You deserve this. Endure it. Get through it. Get over it.

But I knew. In my soul I knew that I would not get over this.

I felt the regret of knowing my life would end this night. These boys, these very large, very drunk, very stupid young boys would have their way with me—discarded me and move on. I would not move on. I would not get over this. My life will end here. It is like that moment when the roller coaster starts and you know there is no turning back. Whatever is to happen is out of your control, and you have no choice but to proceed.

I decided then that if my life ended in these woods, it would not be because I couldn’t emotionally survive being gang-raped.

That was too weak. If my life ended here in these woods, it
would be because I fought to the death not to be gang-raped. That was a death I could live with (so to speak).

This cannot happen. Get off the roller coaster. Do whatever you need to do. Reverse the clock. Stop time. This will NOT happen. There is no other option.

Decision made. It is simple now.

I fought. Like I had never fought before. In fact, I had never fought before. I kicked. I punched. I scratched. I bit. I spat. I pulled hair. Only twice was I coordinated enough to land a strike where it really counted. In the place that drove them. But still I fought. I fought and I fought and I fought. Inside my mind there was something screaming. It was loud. So loud. Like a trapped, enraged animal. So loud. I could hear it like thunder or a train roaring through a tunnel. Loud. Blood rushing, heart pounding, mind screaming. And I fought. Arms swinging, legs kicking. And I fought. But only a few of them fought back. My terror, my frantic, lunatic-like flaying had seemed to wake the rest back to reality. One of them said something about this being disgusting and walked away. The others stayed to watch. It was dark. It was loud. I couldn’t make out what they were saying. Random words. “Bitch,” “slut.” Original things like that.

Then someone said… clear as day… someone said. “Stop it. Just leave her alone. She isn’t worth this effort.” And this was heard.

One sentence heard above all the yelling, all the noise. One sentence heard. I wasn’t worth it. One sentence heard. And it was over. That was all it took. Just one of them said “Stop”—and they did. They walked away. All of them. They walked away.

One of them stopped, turned back toward me. My heart stopped with him. I thought, “Here we go again,” but he walked slowly toward me, put his hand over mine, and pulled me to my feet. He helped me up. He glanced at me quickly, then at the ground, and walked away shaking his head. In the brief moment when he looked at me, I saw in his eyes something that really confused me. I saw fear.

I laughed. I laughed and I laughed and I laughed. And that was when the pain started.

I was covered in bruises. All over my legs. In the sides of my body. Mostly over my thighs and upper arms. I had fingerprints around my arms. My lip was cut. My hip was dislocated. Although I wouldn’t know that until the next day, when the inability to walk would force me to go to a health clinic in town. I made up a story. I never told my mother. I never told my friends. I never told anyone. Until later… much later.

I never told anyone until I realized that the story was not about something horrible and shameful that had happened to me. The story was one of liberation. The story was about the moment in my life when I decided I would take control of it. It is the story of how I came to own my body. My will. My life.
My Two Selves
Patricia Bosworth

This is a story told to me by my adopted daughter, Mara, who is now a teacher, single mother and a former battered woman. Mara, who is now a teacher, single mother and a former battered woman, told me how she was once a woman split in two. I was eighteen when my boyfriend began beating me, and I created another self that floated above me like a balloon whenever I was assaulted. This other
self enabled me to survive.

Recently a therapist told me what I’d done was to disassociate.

This made it possible for me to cope with the abuse and also keep the abuse and the coping outside my ordinary awareness.

The beatings went on for close to ten years. We had two children, and I lived in a trancelike state much of the time—refusing to believe—to admit to the violation that was part of my everyday existence. Whenever the brutality or the pain became so huge, I’d usually escape into my other self.

Then, one morning before I went off to work, my boyfriend and I got into an argument. I don’t remember whether it was because the coffee wasn’t hot enough or I’d forgotten to buy him a fresh pack of cigarettes, but suddenly he threw me across the room. My head hit the kitchen wall so hard that I saw stars and tasted blood in my mouth.

Was that what finally knocked some fucking sense into my brain? Because a voice inside me—my other self—cried out, You don’t have to take this anymore! This is not your fault! You don’t deserve this!

My other self grabbed a heavy frying pan off the stove and bashed my boyfriend’s face with it. The blow stunned him; he fell onto the floor, and I picked up my pocketbook and swept my two kids into my arms (the youngest was only four months) and ran out the door and down the street and never looked back. I left everything—clothes, books, furniture, TV... I knew if I stayed, the violence would start all over again, and I was sick of it.

The next thing I knew, I was getting off a Greyhound bus in Newark, New Jersey. For a while I lived in a shelter with my kids and I worked in a McDonald’s and joined a battered women’s group.

In the group we told our stories over and over to one another. We had to dredge up the awful images to make the memories come alive for us. The memories were terrible—our stories were all similar—and we stopped feeling so alone.

I look at that group as the turning point in my life. I’ll never forget the shock of recognition when I realized that the strength I saw in the other women who’d survived so much violence was also in me.

Today I no longer rely on the other self that floated above my head like a balloon. It’s sort of merged with the whole me. I have few illusions and I do have hope. I feel fuller and more alive.

Are you surprised?

The Massacre
Marie Howe

It happens, like everything else, in time.

Someone hides in the bushes. Someone watches from the roof.
The men play with the sobbing women, tearing their dresses.
Where is the kingdom of heaven? Within that woman pushed
from man to man?
Within each of the three or four men?
Last night watching my daughter sleep I felt my own
greater power and will rise for no reason within me:
killing might stop time, I thought.
To be death, and not, for that moment, to fear it.
It moved through me like a clot, clear, cold,
for an instant, I knew myself—shouting in the careening trucks
with the rest of them—
and what, in my exhilaration, I had become.

My Mother with Her Hands as Knives
Dave Eggers
In researching *What Is the What*, my book about the life of
Valentino Achak Deng, one of the Lost Boys of Sudan, I
traveled with Valentino back to his hometown of Marial Bai, in 2003. There we located his family, whom Valentino had not seen in seventeen years. While in Sudan, I interviewed many women who as young girls had been abducted by militiamen—the same militias who now plague Darfur—and who had been forced to act as servants and concubines in the households of military officers in the north of Sudan. That prompted more research into the experiences of Sudanese women. The passage below, which was cut from What Is the What, is an account from a young woman shortly after she was freed. In this passage, I framed her story as if she were telling it to Valentino while they were both living at Kakuma, a refugee camp in northwest Kenya. Because this passage was cut at an early stage of the book, it's a bit rougher than it might otherwise be.

I was born in Wunrok, in southern Sudan. When my mother was young she was blessed by great fertility. She gave birth to twenty babies, and I was the sixteenth. Most are gone now. Our father was a successful farmer. He kept 180 head of cattle and raised groundnuts, sorghum, maize, okra, and sesame. There was plenty to feed us, and he traded the rest for luxuries like mattresses and dresses. When I was very small I had a doll made in China. You know how rare something like that is, Valentino.

In 1983 the war was on and the militias, the murahaleen, came. I was one or two years old, so I remember none of this. The Arabs killed twenty men, including my uncle, my father’s brother. They took most of my father’s cattle and kidnapped three of my siblings—two brothers, five and seven, and one sister, who was eight. I don’t really remember them, just as you said you do not remember your older siblings, Valentino. There were four of us left, all under five except my brother Jok, who had escaped the murahaleen by hiding in the river. He had used a pole to breathe. I don’t know where he learned to do that. When he got home from the river, my mother set him with the walking boys, like you. She wanted him to be safe and to study in Ethiopia.

Our family moved to Panthou, where there was no SPLA. My father thought we’d be safer there; for a time we were, and my mother was blessed with more children. In 1986, the murahaleen came again, this time taking my two eldest sisters. They killed another uncle, my mother’s brother, as he tried to defend the family. He threw a spear at one of the Arabs, and the Arabs cut off each of his limbs one by one and then threw him on a fire. Everyone in the village could hear him screaming. They threw his limbs down the well, poisoning all the water for the village.

My sisters were gone and my father was furious. My father then did something unusual. He followed the murahaleen. He took his spear and all the money we had and he went north, because he knew that very often the murahaleen didn’t travel fast, because they liked to make the Dinka slaves walk.

My father spent a year in the North. He went as far as Khartoum,
looking on the streets and in the peace camps for my sisters. He returned a year later, and when he did, he seemed defeated. It appeared that he had aged ten years in one. He spoke to no one. He wouldn’t eat. He had been a prominent man and now he was so skinny he looked like a boy, in his body, though his face was so very old. He died two weeks after coming home. After my father died, there were five of us left, all girls. My mother used to lament having so many girls. We couldn’t defend ourselves. Panthou was raided four more times as we lived there. We worked the farm with help from boys in the town who had been orphaned. Then the Nuer raided. It was very strange, because we didn’t know to fear them. But they arrived one day and they raped many of the women and took all they could carry. I hid in a hole under a tree.

In 1988 the murahaleen came again. They came straight to our home, three men on horses. They wore white and approached our mother silently. We were hidden among the livestock and they entered the hut as if they knew where we were. This is how they took my sisters and me. Five of us. They told my mother that they had been told by Bashir that all Dinka girls were to be impregnated with Muslim babies and they were doing their duty. My mother asked them if they intended to rape us there and then. The man said that no, we would be impregnated on a proper bed, and that the babies would be brought up with the civilization only Islam could provide. They tied our hands and tied us to one another and we waited in a cattle pen until the next morning, when they were to take us north. My mother came to us that night as we waited with eleven other girls. “I welcome to get you girls. Just be patient. I will see you soon and bring you home.”

In the morning we were walked out of the village on the main road. Most of the men had ridden ahead and we were guarded by five young men on horseback. They poked us with their swords when we walked too slowly. When we stopped to rest and for water, they insisted that we show them our genitals. They told us that we would soon be freed of the sinful parts of our genitals that made all of the Dinka heathens. Otherwise they didn’t touch us, and every hour they did not touch us I thanked God.

After four days we stopped at an Arab town, and we were brought into a building that was cool and dark. It was a school. There were desks and chalkboards. We were seated on the floor and left there for half a day. We heard the activity of the town; everything seemed very normal. Sometimes an Arab boy would peek through a window at us and hold his fist up to us or spit on the window.

Men were brought into the school, escorted by one of the young Arabs who had kidnapped us. The men would confer, and twice they left with one of the girls. We didn’t see them pay the kidnappers. But soon there were only fourteen of us. My sisters and I stayed close and argued over the best strategy. We had been told that the Arabs liked to split families, for fear that siblings
would conspire against them, so we worried that they would see us together and guess we were related. In the end we split into two pairs.

At the end of the day there were no more visitors. We did not eat that day. We slept there, on the floor, with our heads rested on one another’s thighs and stomachs. In the morning we were made to walk again. There were thirteen of us now. I don’t know what happened to the youngest girl. She was taken as we slept I guess.

We walked for four hours that morning, tied together in a line, following the Arabs on their horses. It was very hot that day, and one girl was very sick, very weak. She could not walk, so she was thrown onto one of the horses and we continued. Late in the day, the Arabs began to trot their horses, to make us go faster. I think they needed to reach a certain town by nightfall, so the pace was now faster. After some time at this pace, when the day was very hot and we were feeling faint, I heard a voice. The voice said “Stop.” The voice was very distant. I turned and saw a figure running to us. It was a Dinka woman, we could tell; her face was uncovered. “Stop!” the woman said again and again, as she ran to us. The Arabs stopped and everyone turned around. The Dinka woman came closer. She ran like my mother ran, with her hands very straight like knives. She ran closer and it was her. The woman was my mother.

She had been following our trail. Our stay in that trading town had allowed her to catch up. She yelled at the men. “Give me these girls!” She pointed to us and she wept. You have taken four others. Four of my children are gone. My husband died looking for them.” The Arabs sat on their horses and said nothing. They were very young, those men. They looked at one another, and then one of them turned. Then they all began to talk loudly to one another and then to her. My mother spoke some Arabic and she told them that she would continue to walk wherever we went. She held on to the rope that bound us all and said that she was part of the rope now. She said she would walk as we walked, and would always be with us, unless they killed her.

One of the men went for his sword but he was restrained. One man, who looked like the youngest, got off his horse and cut the rope. We were the last five on the rope. He cut it and kicked my mother in the stomach. He got on his horse and spit in our direction and then the group walked on without us. They were finished with us. “Let them!” they all said and rode off.

We ran in the other direction. My mother led us, running with her knife hands. We got off the road and ran through the grass and we slept in holes as we traveled back to the South. We ran for two more days until we saw our village again. The day
we returned, it rained heavier than I have seen in many years and this was God crying with joy. He cried and cried for us, for a full day he cried while my mother danced and sang and ran around the village like she was possessed.

Dear Ama
Sharmeen Obaid-Chinoy
Dear Ama [Mother],
I sat there wearing this red and gold wedding scarf you stitched for me. Sewing up your happiness, not mine. You told me that he was tall and fair. That he was young and healthy. You promised me I would be happy. Then he arrived with his family. He wasn't my age. He was older. Much older. His beady eyes leered at my breasts. Did you not see the scars on his face? I wanted to scream, but I couldn't, for my father's dignity and my father's pride.

Bright lights. The music. Everything made me dizzy. You made me sit there and smile. You clapped and laughed as the musicians played their drums. You didn't feel my anguish, did you? You offered food to the guests. You smiled for the photographer, and you even embraced your future son-in-law. I watched the clock as it slowly ticked away. Ticked away my freedom. No longer a daughter, just a bride.

Run! my heart said. Run. But my legs didn't have the strength. Where would I go? Village women don't run away . . . we have nowhere to hide. In any case, Bhai [brother] would find me. The village would shame me.

I don't want what happened to Naheed in the neighboring village to happen to me. I don't want the village council to decide my punishment. I don't want to be gang-raped by ten men in a hut. I can still hear Naheed's screams. "Save me! " Please, anyone . . . help me!"

I was playing with my doll, Gudi. She was red, like the clay in our village. I loved dressing her in gold wedding outfits. That's when you signed my life away. How could anyone decide the fate of a five-year-old? Seven men, seven village elders, decided what I was to do for the rest of my life. My uncle committed the murder, and I would pay by marrying the victim's uncle. Seven men decided the fate of a five-year-old girl . . . me.

You promised your only daughter in marriage to the enemy. He is fifty-five years old, Mother.

I know how to read and write, yet I have no control over my life. I am his property now. He owns me. I will be his servant-mistress. He has waited eleven long years to take revenge, and revenge he will take. He has the right to beat me, to lock me within the four walls of his house. Even to kill me. My pleas and my wails will go unheard.

Your laughter still haunts me. Your izzat [honor] is more important to you than your daughter.
As I repeated after the village mullah [priest] "I have made myself your wife," I heard his voice: "I have accepted the marriage."
And I quietly prayed for my death.
You told me that Islam gave me the right to choose my own husband, and then you took that right away from me. What rights do I have when I'm bundled off to my new owner like the cows in our fields? You lied.
They are waiting, Mother. They are waiting to take the bride to the groom's house. They are asking, "Where is the bride?"
This bride no longer wears red on her head. This bride wears white.
This procession, these drums, will take me not to the house down the street but to the graveyard by the river.
I chose freedom, Mother.
Yours,
Beti [Daughter]
This happened at the end of the 1980s. My writing of it, then my reading it before two thousand people in New York City at Eve Ensler’s “Until the Violence Stops: NYC” event, was my first public statement about this incident. El Salvador. Once I come out of my burnout after eleven years of trying to participate in their fight, the word will probably again send shivers down my spine—it’s a word that still conjures up visions of vulture spirals over garbage dumps full of mutilated bodies. Or men and women suspended by body parts not meant for suspension in the not so secret torture chambers of the security forces. Or priests and nuns sacrificed on the altars of death-squad savagery to feed the rabid need of the country’s elites to maintain their own version of a divine right of kings to run their little backwater country as they see fit to ensure their ability to send their families shopping at will in New York or Paris or New Orleans at the expense of others who can barely feed their own—if you can call salt and tortillas and bitter coffee a meal. I, too, drank of a bitter coffee. This blond-haired, blue-eyed gringa infused with a mission to stop the killing: not another Vietnam; not in my name. Fresh from white-bread country, white-snow country, eating rice and beans and pupusas. Walking with the poor to liberate them from years—no, centuries—no, millennia of oppression. Intellectually engaged, analyzing the situation, there in body if not truly in spirit. How could theirs really ever be mine? Flying north, home with the family, who willfully ignore my realities because it’s just too scary to think of me there. Why won’t she just get a “real” job and stay home where she belongs, for God’s sake? Off to L.A. to find support for this righteous cause. Now south again—semi-permanent jet lag and a mildly schizophrenic haze, trying to remember which person to be in which locale. Back in Salvador, in a little apartment-hotel, sitting by its little pool. My escape through reading broken suddenly by three young men cannon-balling their entrance into the pool. Now trying to ignore their press of questions of what I do, why I do it, why am I here, in Salvador, now? Best not to answer those kinds of questions asked by those kinds of young men in that kind of
place—pretty clear they don’t walk with any poor. But what’s the harm in joking around a bit? Can’t I escape for a while from the boredom of a Sunday when not much work can be done ‘cause everyone in Salvador seems to be at church?
Okay, okay. I’ll go to dinner. Just this once. You seem nice enough—sort of. And of course it is you of the three who invites me to dinner—you so clearly in charge in that pool. We dine and you talk. Amazing how much people will talk about themselves if you ask them those little one-word questions that somehow miraculously keep people spinning out more and more of their story and make it possible not to have to tell much of one’s own.
You talk about yourself and what you do. Or did. You say “did.” Not “do.” Not anymore. Too much stress in the job. Too difficult keeping all those guns under your bed. In your bed. Always worrying if they’d come to get you in the night. It got so you sweated and trembled through the night, worrying that all those guns wouldn’t be enough to protect you from the enemy. “They’re everywhere, you know,” you tell me, your now half-crazed eyes a blazing red. Enemies? Everywhere? Are yours the same as mine? I wonder—knowing without wanting to know that they most certainly are not.
Somehow I manage to keep it together, enduring your diatribe through that dinner from hell while I try like hell to will it to an end. You don’t seem to feel or smell my fear as you drive me back to my apartment-hotel where the security guard opens the locked gates and I slip in, escaping from you to the safety of my inner room as deep inside that little hotel as an inner room could possibly be.
Take refuge in your reading, Jody. That didn’t really happen. You didn’t really just have dinner with the death squad. One of their own. One from those notorious death squads—that who assassinated the Archbishop, raped and murdered the four American churchwomen, to say nothing of the tens of thousands of nameless dead they’ve slaughtered in their frenzy of savagery. What the hell were you thinking, going to dinner with a man like that! You knew he wasn’t on our side. Where in the hell did you put your political judgment, to make that stupid fucking decision, born of your boredom and your incipient burnout!
Tap, tap, tap.
Tap, tap, tap? Who could possibly be at my door? No one can come in here once those gates are locked. I didn’t call the desk to let anyone in. What the hell is bugging me now? I wonder as I open the door to you and those blazing red eyes. Your menace fills my room as you逼 me to the edge of the bed—the only place in the sparse room to sit and chat—and we “chat” as you tell me you noticed I never spoke about me and what I do here.
You spit out the words that people like me are not welcome here. And do I know I’d better be careful here? Your hot breath and hotter words sear my brain as your death-squad hands start to touch me, and the bile rises in my throat at the vile certainty
of what will come next. No love in those death-squad hands. No lust in those death-squad hands, unless you count the bloodlust of threat and violence.

Do I scream out loud, or do I "just" scream inside? What difference would either scream make—except perhaps the choice of the loud scream that most likely would make your eyes blaze even more and remind you of those guns and those dead nuns. So I continue my now-practiced endurance, as I did at dinner. No refuge there, even in a roomful of people. What refuge here, alone in the room of the hotel I now know to be owned by your uncle.

Your hate penetrates me and I endure, waiting for you to exit me and leave this room in your uncle's hotel. And when you finally do, I cannot tell if it has been a minute or an eternity, but I do note that there is no smirk of the sexual conqueror on your death-squad face as you snarl your parting shot: "Watch out, I know who you are."

The door closes softly, and I force myself to pick up my book. "Read!" I command myself, forcing my eyes to move across a page I cannot really see. Keep your breathing as shallow as possible until the noxious vapors of death dissipate. That didn't really just happen. If you never talk about it, it will never be real. If you never talk about it, no one can question your political judgment. If you never talk about it, no one can ever say, "What the hell were you thinking when you made that stupid fucking decision..."
Nicholas D. Kristof

It is a languid afternoon in the red-light district of Phnom Penh, Cambodia. With a male interpreter, I walk inside one brothel and sit down and begin to interview a girl named Sriy. Sriy is thirteen and looks about eleven. She laughs like a little child one moment, teasing me for not speaking Khmer. But then she chokes up as she points to the charred remains of a brothel two doors away, where two girls were burned to death because they had been permanently chained to their beds.

Sriy breaks down when I ask her how she came to be here. Bitterly, she tells how her father died, how her mother remarried a terrible man who beat her, and how the couple became overwhelmed with medical bills and decided to sell Sriy to raise money.

Most of the venom is heaped on her stepfather, but Sriy admits that her own mother acquiesced in the sale. “Don’t ask her if she hates her mother,” she says, adding, “Mom was sick and needed money.” But she begins to play with a piece of brittle plastic on the table, breaking it with her slender fingers, violently crushing it into smaller and smaller pieces.

Sriy introduces me to her best friend, another girl in the brothel, who is fifteen. She tells me how the friend was kidnapped and sold to this brothel, but the mother searched all around Cambodia for her. Finally, a week before my visit, the mother came to this brothel and found her daughter. They had a joyful reunion, but the brothel owner refused to release the girl, for whom she had paid good money. And so the mother had to leave empty-handed.

The brothel owner, a stout middle-aged woman, is impatient
with me. She trots over and urges me to take the girls to a room in back. She pulls the girls’ shirts down to reveal their breasts—or, in the case of Sriy, the nipple of what will eventually become a breast if she lives long enough. “You like?” she asks in broken English.

I put the brothel owner off and order more drinks from her. She overcharges for them, so she grumbles and retreats. In my heart, I want to buy Sriy and her friend and set them free. But journalists aren’t supposed to get involved. I push the thought back deep in my mind. At dusk, I walk out of the brothel, leaving the two girls behind. I know that I have emerged with a good story that will end up on the New York Times front page, that I have profited from these girls, and that they will stay behind and die of AIDS. I’m just one more man who has come into the brothel and exploited Sriy, getting what he wanted and leaving her behind.

That was ten years ago this spring. Sriy and her friend are almost certainly dead by now, though they haunt me still. I failed them.

My House Is Wallpapered with Lies
Carol Gilligan
This piece was inspired by years of conversations with eleven- and twelve-year-old girls, many during the course of after-school writing and theater workshops. The title is a direct quote from an eleven-year-old fifth grader in the Cambridge, Massachusetts, public school system.

*The girl is played by three girls, eleven or twelve years old. They should be physically different from one another, but should all look like girls, not teenagers. When they speak, they speak directly to the audience. They do not interact with one another; they represent different versions of one girl. When the lights come up, they will be standing separately on the stage, each girl in her own spot, S at stage center, A at stage right, Z at stage left.*

*(Stage dark)*

ALL: Mommy . . .
(Silence)
(She shouts)
A: Mom-mee!
Z: Mom-mee!
S: Mom-mee!
(The lights come up on three girls standing separately on the stage)
A: I’m in my room.
(Pause)
Z: No, you come here.
(Pause)
S: I did ask nicely.
(Pause)
A: She’s not going to come.
S: Maybe because she’s mad at me. About that dress with the polka dots. She said—
Z: “Well, what do you think of it?”
S: And I said, “I don’t like it,” and she got really mad. She put it back, but then she forgets about what happens when I really give her my opinion. She says—
A: “Tell me what you really think about it.”
S: And I say, “Well, you don’t really want to know, because you scream at me when I say it.”
A: Still, last night I told her, “Mom, I’m angry at you because whenever you and Daddy fight, you always give in.”
Z: It was like there was a blizzard in her face. Then she said—
S: “Maggie, you’re a child, you don’t understand.”
A: I hate it when grown-ups say that, because I do understand.
Z: It’s mostly my brother he hits. Hearing him crying is worse than being actually hit myself. In the house we lived in until I was nine, we used to run into the woods and hide.
A: But here there’s no place to hide. They call it spanking—
S: But he uses his belt.
A: That’s not spanking—
S: It’s beating.
(Pause)
Z: Mommy—I need you to come here now.
(Pause)
A: There’s something I need to tell you.
(Pause)
S: She said if I want to talk to her, I should come into her bedroom. But I can’t. She wants me to see it her way.
Z: Last night—
A: He hit her. I saw it.
S: They were arguing, and it was so loud I couldn’t go to sleep.
A: I crept out of my bed and sat on the stairs.
Z: She said something to him, and he just hit her, flat on the cheek.
S: Then this voice burst out of me.
ALL: “Stop it.”
A: They froze.
S: They didn’t know I was watching.
Z: I started crying.
A: I felt like I was going to throw up.
S: “She didn’t do anything,” I said. And he said—
Z: “Don’t ever call your mother ‘she’.”
S: In school, we were talking about religion. Mrs. Rhys explained about the Church and Galileo, how he discovered that the earth moves by looking through his telescope and watching the moons of Jupiter.
A: We have a telescope, but all we can see is our moon.
Z: Then it was so funny. Mrs. Rhys was reading us the story about Noah’s ark, and Matt, this boy in our class, said—
A: “Wouldn’t there have been a lot of animal stuff on Noah’s ark after forty days?”
Z: Everyone laughed, even Mrs. Rhys. Then I said—
S: “If we’re all God’s children and God loves all His children, why does God make floods and war? Why does God make people
violent?"
Z: People didn't appreciate these questions. There were a bunch of them who just sat there like stones.
S: Like the day when we were talking about lying and Mrs. Rhys asked if it's ever good to tell a lie, and I said—
A: "My house is wallpapered with lies." Everyone looked away, except for my friends. You can't see someone like my dad without realizing how easily people are taken in.
(Pause)
Z: I'm thinking maybe I'm going to try to be a better person and not outburst so much.
S: My mom says I need to get better ways of thinking. What I like is reading and singing, because I can just sort of get lost in them and not have to think about things.
A: But when I want to think about something, I sit here on my bed, because in my room, I can concentrate.
S: If she wants to know, she can come in here.
A: But she's not coming.
S: So maybe she doesn't want to know.
Z: Me? I'm never going to forget what it's like here. How bad it is. When I'm older, I'll probably think—
S: It wasn't so bad.
A: But I'll know it's a lie. (Lights out)

Maurice
Kathy Najimy
Junior high is God's little joke on teenagers. Especially a middle-aged teenager: fat, frizzy-haired and the money my dad made on two jobs— butcher and postal sorter (with the help of welfare powdered potatoes) didn't allow for the mandatory hip junior high clothes. Although I had big thighs and hair like frayed wire, I did have a great personality... and when I turned sixteen, I discovered my BOOBS.
So did Maurice. Maurice... drove a dry-cleaning van that belonged to his uncle that you can still spot cruising around San Diego to this day.
I knew somewhere inside that he didn't deserve me or the person I was soon to discover I was.
My best friend was Lavonne. Lavonne was beautiful but because she had a strict mom—and I was a "good girl," her mom would only let her hang around and go out with me. Lavonne had green eyes and long brown hair, and although she was white, it wasn't until years later that I realized Lavonne's mom named her a black girl's name. Lavonne liked me because I was fun and funny. We did prank phone calls till we choked from laughter... some fun, some really mean. We jumped into strange guys' cars on a dare, we shoplifted See's candy. We had a blast.
Lavonne and I were in the tenth grade, but because she was
dating Doug (who looked like James Taylor and was older than us), one night we got invited to a party with the juniors and seniors. I ironed the shit out of my steel-wool hair and grabbed my Cost Less Imports Indian-print halter dress. Yep, my boobs were finally here, and I was gonna present them to the twelfth-grade boys! The party was at somebody’s divorced mom’s ugly San Diego apartment complex. We walked in (well, my boobs walked in first) chugging out of our Boone’s Farm and Annie Green Springs bottles of cheap sugar wine.

It was smoky and loud. Black Sabbath’s “Electric Funeral” blared. Lavonne found Doug and after a flirty batting and lowering of her repressed-girl eyes ... they were off making out on the orange beanbag chair. Maurice De Mayo (I do not make this name up) started walking in my direction. Maurice was a popular SENIOR. He was most known for two things—his huge Jewfro and the fact that he drove around in his uncle’s dry-cleaning van with de mayo dry cleaners proudly printed on both sides. If you could see past the fro, he was kind of cute. He had large French-like features and a sexy smile. As he walked, I saw him scanning the room. Most of the cute senior and junior girls were already coupled up with guys, making out, dancing, or puking. Me and my D’s were standing in the doorway; I was forcing down the wine I pretended to actually like. I guess he figured this fat tenth grader with questionable hair might be an option. He strutted up to me and my rack. I seriously could not believe it. This is the guy who dated Maxi—the stoner-nite, almost phantomial cool girl that was WAY out of my league. Maurice and I talked for a minute. It was almost hilarious—he did that thing where he started to talk, looking in my eyes, and then finished his sentence staring at my boobs, “Let’s go for a ride.” “In the VAN?” I said. “Yep.”

We got in despite the fact that I had to do an embarrassing hike up with both hands to get my short legs into the seat. I masked it with a high-pitched “WOW, this is cool” to cover the grunt that helped haul my ass into the car.

He pushed in an eight-track of Three Dog Night—“One is the loneliest number that you’ll ever doooooo”—and we started driving and talking. I thought, Wow, he is actually talking and listening to me. Then we pulled into a driveway that led to the empty parking lot of the Kmart on El Cajon Boulevard. He had his hand on my thigh tapping out the rhythm of the song. He turned off the engine and lunged into kiss me. I could not believe we were making out! He was smashing my mouth and jabbing his tongue in. It was weird but I could think about was getting back to that party and telling Lavonne, “I made out with Maurice De Mayo!” He kept wet-kissing when he lifted his whole body and put it right on top of mine. He was hugging and pushing on me and grooving at my breasts, which were now way free of the halter. He felt sweaty and hot and smelled like Brass Monkey. I kind of enjoyed the kissing and the boob stuff, but now his whole body was on top of mine ... hard. I was squashed
in the passenger seat—I couldn't even kiss anymore. I tried to find an empty airspace to breath. He was heavy, humping on me, and then started to lift my dress up. Then it all came to me in a flash. This was it. This was it. I was going to lose my virginity in a cleaner's van in the parking lot of Kmart to a guy whose hair was bigger than his head and who probably didn't even know my name. "Um. Stop," I said. "I don't want to do this... Stop."

"No," he said.

"Stop," I said.

"IT'S TOO LATE!" he screamed at me. I will never forget that phrase. "IT'S TOO LATE!! (I didn't know... was I unaware? Did boys have some physical limit that made it impossible for them to stop? Was I going to break something in his insides...? A muscle that, once they started humping and kissing on a slutty fat girl, they couldn't possibly stop without being paralyzed??)

"IT'S TOO LATE!" He shoved his Levi'ed crotch on top of my underwear.

"No!" I said, and in a moment of brilliant clarity, I reached over and grabbed the handle on my side of the van door. Maurice just dropped... fell out and smashed onto the cement parking lot floor and rolled. He didn't say a word to me the whole ride back to drop me off at the party. I reached for the van door handle... my savior... and got out. I went in, got Lavonne, a Tab and a bag of barbecue Lay's potato chips, and walked home.

(Hey, Did You Happen to See) The Most Beautiful Girl in the World

Jyllian Gunther

It wasn't until Goldsmith Amazan punched me in the guts that I noticed his man-ner. Not until he had me backed into the corner and I had my arms blocking my chest while he laid into me did I smell him, did I see his shape, did I feel the possibility of his interest in me. We locked eyes. And it was an awkward moment because while I was laughing in the childish way we often succumb to when it's more convenient to be treated like less than an equal, Goldsmith Amazan wanted me to forget my sex and defend myself so he could punch me harder. But suddenly, sex was all I could think of, and also, what would it be like to get naked with Goldsmith Amazan. He must've sensed this, because within moments I sensed the same thought grazing his mind about me. Before that, Goldsmith Amazan was just fifty dollars an hour packed in an unobserved male body that humored me by putting me in twelve-ounce gloves and training me for something where the actual applied benefit was to make my ass look good. He
said he wanted me to lose seven pounds. "You're not fat," he assuaged me, "but if you lose seven pounds, you'll be better, trust me."

Say I'm not a genius, call me stupid or childish or lazy—all of those things roll off me because either they aren't true, or better, if they are, somehow I don't care if you think so. But if you're looking for my heel, the place to shoot the arrow, just tell me I'm not attractive. Tell me I'm not graceful, I'm unfeminine, discount my girl-ness, and I'm likely down for the count.

I remember, as early as junior high school, being accosted with perverted comments from construction workers on the way to school. But the days when they said nothing were worse. I got paranoid and checked my reflection in store windows. What was wrong with me when they didn't catcall? They whistled even at gimps. How did a mere walk to the subway qualify as a runway competition? Why am I losing out to the crippled? And where did this derogatory tone come from??

Why do women pit themselves against one another? It's a fine line between admiration and envy. My stomach turns when I watch women scan the pages of fashion magazines, something I willfully rarely do. How their eyes dart about, taking in each detail with a yearning fused with incredible discrimination. For one, I don't want that kind of futile information in my head, but more than that, I'll admit, I don't know how to process that kind of information in any other way but to feel that somewhere inside me, I want to look like a cover girl. The dichotomy is mildly crippling.

An Italian cover girl. That's what my stepmother looked like. At twenty-five, she was barely old enough to have a daughter of eight, nor did she want one. She showed up the same year that my mother died, and I was grateful for anyone to replace her. But she made it clear she was not interested, at least not in an oaf like me. Suddenly I was an oaf? It doesn't look like that in old photos, but it's clear from my expressions in those photos that I felt like one. Especially around her, and especially when she told me so. And when I was with her, it always seemed that the world agreed.

It was a hot New York July day, the kind on which disco sweated out of open sedan windows and hung in the air like a fragrance. Add a tinge of garbage soaked hydrant water sizzling on the pavement, tube tops, Corkys, and men in wifebeaters tippin' 40's. Summer in the seventies was dirty and sexy. You didn't have to know what sexy was to know what it felt like.

I walked with my stepmother through the streets and watched men's heads turn as if she were walking topless with whipped cream on her nipples, and I felt like a ghost. The same way I used to feel when I was in the room with her and my father. The way she looked at him, the way he looked at her in response with longing. She made him want her, and she made sure he knew he'd have to earn it. How she was able to tell him in a look that if he didn't give her what she wanted, he got nothing. I wanted that power.
When we got to the corner, we stopped in front of a bodega and she went for the door, but the owner, a middle-aged Dominican man, had seen her coming and had already opened it for her. As she stepped inside, he started to sing along with the AM radio hit blaring in the background, as though it were perfectly timed for her entrance: "Hey, did you happen to see the most beautiful girl in the world?" She soaked it up, anybody would, it was nothing but complimentary, and I watched from the street, sure that this would never happen to me because I would never be an Italian cover girl. As if that was the highest attainable goal I could have.

Later that evening, as she was crossing the street a few feet ahead of my father and me, a bum came up out of nowhere and kicked her in the ass, then stumbled away laughing. She wanted my father to do something. I don't remember if he did, but I do remember it made me feel good, her getting kicked in her fine ass like that. So it begins. Goldsmith Amazan has got me in the corner again, only this time, instead of punching me, he hugs me the way the fighters do when they're exhausted. Of course, this intimate embrace seems ironic because you know the fighters will pummel each other in the next moment. But Goldsmith Amazan’s not planning to pummel me, and I don’t think he needs a rest, he just wants, well, to feel me. Because he is feeling me. And it feels good. And I let myself enjoy it for those split seconds. In times like these, when a man overtly shows his attraction to me, let me admit with a modicum of shame and disappointment that part of me wishes my stepmother were there to witness it. With further self-judgment, bordering on disgust, I admit that I want her there also because I know that, former cover girl or no, she is now pushing fifty-five and her magic is half the strength of mine, me, still in my thirties. (And plus I’ve seen a photo and she just flat out “didn’t age that well”—a concept I seem to subscribe to, despite the fact that I disagree with its guidelines, or rather, more wish I did.)

But she’s not here, and that's not why I’m here, so I take advantage of Goldsmith Amazan’s moment of repose to catch him off guard. In one move, I shove him off me and land a left hook to his jaw. I can feel the reverberation as his head pops back, and for a moment he is disoriented. But it’s a short moment, and he hits me back with a smile of approval that overlaps my girl-o-matic "Sorry!" followed by his "Don’t be. That’s what you were trying to do, wasn’t it?"

It is in this moment I realize that hitting someone just might feel worse than being hit, that while it’s been in me for years to throw a punch, landing one is not what I really want.
Conversations with My Son

Susan Miller

On the same day, in the same newspaper, this is what I read: “In war-torn Africa, young girls are very very old.” Three pages later: “A village grows rich off its main export: its daughters.” I ripped out the articles to put in a folder thick with these clippings. A woman in India goes to the police to report a gang rape, and she is raped by the police. A Pakistani woman is punished for crimes her brother committed. UN peacekeepers in the Congo lure twelve-year-old girls with cookies and do to them what is always done to them.
I call my son. “What does this mean? You’re a man. Is this something you understand?”
“Mom—”
There’s a certain way he says “Mom” that means whatever I want to talk about, he doesn’t.
“Chill. Not now, okay? I’m going into a meeting. I’m pulling onto the Disney lot as we speak. Wait, I’ll ask the guard at the gate what he thinks. Yeah. He says he’s not getting into it with me again.”
“Fine.”
My son has been part of this sorrowful, tortured inquiry into the nature of humanity since he was old enough to ask why it was always the women who had to take their clothes off in movies.
“Look, I’m sorry, Mom. I’m sorry this is in the world.”
“Call me after the pitch. What’s it about?”
“A mother and son’s tortured inquiry into the sorry nature of humanity. Which I’m hoping Disney thinks is about a girl who turns into a skyscraper.”
“Well, if anyone can do it—”
“Remember the mantra, Mom.” He names women who have changed history. He rattles off female heads of state. And I shoot back with baseball players and their stats.
“They’ll probably make me turn the girl into a boy.”
“Don’t let them.”
I wish him luck and go on with my day. So many people seeking asylum, while I seek penance for my privilege. In the house where I grew up there was a light at the end of the hall—secure passage. I thought this was everywhere. I believed this to be like everyone’s house. And so I install a light at the end of the hall where I live with my growing son.
He’s seventeen. He’s just gotten off the phone with a girl. “Abby’s going out with a jerk.”
“A jerk in what way?”
“A jerk in the way he treats her.”
“She shouldn’t stay with him, then.”
“That’s what I told her.”
“Is he hurting her?”
“Not physically. But a man acting rotten—that’s not being a man.”
Emily, Alison, Shoshana—these are not names in my son’s little black book. These are the young women who call him, who he meets for coffee, who come to our house for Scrabble, who seek his counsel, who counsel him. These are his friends. In their company he becomes a man and what a man should be.
But there was a period of time when he did not want to look at girls or women in the context of their historical plight. He didn’t care to hear my opinions on the subject, either. So I mostly kept quiet when he and his friends ogled the opposite sex, which had really become for them, suddenly, a sex so opposite their own that they had no choice but to study and learn it, to fall under its sway, to map it. This was, after all, a rite of passage.
And I didn't want to deprive him of it. All I could do was hope he'd emerge someday from this hormonal stupor and once again recognize the opposite sex as human people from planet Earth. He's thirty. I call him out of a deep sleep. "What is this date-rape drug? Why would a human do this to another human?"
"I don't know, Mom."
"What if you have a daughter someday?"
"Please. Why do you do this to me? I'm going back to sleep."
We hang up. He calls me back. "I'd have her followed. I'd have her phone tapped. I'd hire someone to watch over her."
Our conversation spills over to the next day.
"Just—crimes against women are different," he says. "I mean, you don't worry about your son getting date-raped. Maybe you worry about your son raping his date. Jesus. Has the world eaten up and sucked the soul out of more people, or do I just know more about it? I think men feel inferior in a lot of ways to do these things. And women pay the price. It goes way back. You know you can physically dominate, but there's an unwritten law that a man should never put his hands on a woman or child. 'Women and children first' is there for a reason. They're more important."
I'm walking. I'm walking to figure out what I'm thinking. My cell rings. "What's up with this American servicewoman putting an Iraqi prisoner on a leash?"
"But who do you think gave the orders? Who put us there in the first place?"
"Still. Mom. Still."
I miss him. I miss his face. So I fly out to visit him in L.A. We're sitting with our coffee in the morning sun, watching people buy fruit and flowers at the farmers' market. While, somewhere else, it's been another day of violence.
"How's the thing going with Disney?"
"You know, they have all these concrete barriers up around the studio? Like outside there's this acknowledgment that we're all in serious trouble. Then you go inside, and you're sitting in some executive's office trying to sell an idea, and they tell you they're only buying things that meet their mandate, which you know and they know will be completely different next week. And, anyhow, whatever it is, it's not about anything that counts. It's not about those concrete barriers and what they mean. It's like they have no concept of the actual world in there."
"But you sold it. You got the deal."
"But I'm not so happy about it."
I know what he means. I've been in those rooms, my purse bulging with small bottles of water offered to make it seem as if attention is being paid, and guest passes that allow you through the studio gates but not into a place you recognize as having any connection to the place you're from. And my son is following the same thorny path. He's a writer. He's a writer, like his mother. And although I worry about how he'll deal with rejection and compromise and even success, I can't help feeling glad he's a
writer. Glad and hopeful.
The market is in full swing now. And the breeze from the
ocean brings such relief, it's enough to make you feel, for a mo-
ment, that everything is fine. I can tell my son feels this, too. But
he breaks the reverie. Someone had to.
"All those articles you send me that I wish you would stop
sending me, well, I actually started reading them," he says. "I
mean, why isn't the world in an uproar? Why are we worried
about bird flu when women are being mutilated and raped? Why
aren't we marching on Congress for that? And nobody has a clue
why we're in Iraq, but we would know why we were in Darfur.
And maybe the privileged white kids who'd go to Canada to
avoid a war they don't understand might actually go to war to
stop men from killing women. I'd have no problem. Well, except
for food and bathrooms."
I laugh. And then I ask him how living with me, and not living
with both his parents, affected his feelings about women.
"Is this a trick question?"
"Seriously."
"If you're raised by a single mother, then you know a woman
is as strong as a man—stronger. I've seen mothers save their kids' lives. I think boys brought up by their mothers are closer to
them. It gives you more respect for the opposite sex. And I feel
an obligation to write women stronger."
I am proud of him always, but at this moment I am also sure
of him.
Back in New York, the phone rings. "So, what are their names,
Mom? The women in India and Darfur and Pakistan and China
and here, in this country. What are their names?"
I read from my clippings. "Usha, Ye Xiang, Solange, Mukhtar.
"That's your new mantra."
As a little boy, my son imagined saving children and animals.
Maybe just his imagining protected them. As a man, my son
loves women for their bodies, their difference, their strength.
Maybe one man's love can be an example to other men. As a
writer, my son portrays women the way he sees them. Maybe
what he writes will one day let them be seen.
Edward Albee

It was the perfect marriage, they said; *my* family said; *his* family said; *we* said; *everybody* said. And it was! We didn't rush into it; we took our time; we made sure we had about as good a chance as anybody could. All our—what do they call them?—all our "compatibilities" were where they should be—where we were happy with: temperament, intelligence, expectations . . . sex? Everything. It was the perfect marriage. And it was. We were really, really in love and . . . happy. . . . That's the only word. Then . . . five years in, a long five years in, this . . . "thing" happened that threw everything out of joint. Our sex life was . . . I hate words like "wonderful" or "deeply satisfying" but it was. We were equals in bed, enthusiastic, passionate, understanding. And then this thing happened and it all shifted.

One night . . . No! It was an afternoon, a Sunday afternoon, we were up in the bedroom, making love. The twins were at their grandparents'—my parents, I think—and we were relaxed and laughing, having a really good time. We were horsing around and by accident my knee caught him right in the jaw, bam! "Oh, I'm sorry," I laughed, and . . . and I saw a look on his face I . . . I couldn't place and he said . . . "That felt good." "No, I'm sorry," I said. "No," he said. "That felt good. I liked it. Do it again." "What?" "Do it again," he said. "Use your fist! Do it again!" "No," I said. "Please! Please!" he begged—he actually begged! "Do it!" And so I did; I gave him a swipe on the jaw—nothing much. "Harder!" he said, and I didn't like his tone. "No," I said. "Yes!" he said. "Harder!" And his voice was ugly. And so I hit him with my fist and it hurt. "Ugh," he said, a groan, and then he smiled. "You made me come," he said. And he kissed me.

(Pause.) That was the beginning. I didn't want to; I hated it, but he was so loving and so . . . satisfied, I guess. I was making him . . . happy? The welts? The blood? Happy? Well, we'd seem.

But where we'd been happy together, now he was, and I wasn't. Well, making him happy had always been what I'd wanted and what I worked at—in bed, out? But I was crying a lot. We'd come to bed and he'd bring things for me to use—to try, and I would do it and it was awful and he got off on it—why didn't I leave?—and then . . . and then it began to change. I began to see that . . . that I wasn't hating it; that it was beginning to turn me on. And that moved fast and it got to where I couldn't wait! The cutting! The burning! The . . . hurt was what I wanted, was what I had become. Pain, degradation; that was . . . I was enjoying it! It turned me on! And it was so . . . compartmentalized. Nobody knew. No one saw anything different in us; I was careful where to hurt him; he dressed heavy at his gym and didn't shower there anymore; he . . . it was just between us; no one saw; no one knew and I'd never told anyone. And it was . . . working. The sex worked; our lives worked. It was just that . . . we'd become . . . other people. I had become other people. It seemed entirely . . . normal; it worked.
And then... and then yesterday happened. We’d had dinner with some friends. We came home; we spoke to the nanny; we said goodnight to the twins. They asked why tickling each other works but tickling themselves doesn’t. “It’s all about what turns you on,” he said to them. “What does that mean?” they said. “Never mind,” I said. We went off to our room; we got ready for bed. I put on my harness and all. I watched him undress, ran my hand over some of his scars. “Off we go,” I said. “Why don’t we just go to sleep,” he said. “No!” I said. “I have something for you.” “All right,” he said—shrugging, I think. It wasn’t much, a new way of doing something old—but “better.” We started the routine; I started cursing and I spit at him—not at his face yet; I saved that. He was getting with it. And I took the little gouge I’d gotten us and I’d put it in him... in his, you know... and I began to turn it and... THAT HURT!!! He screamed at me. THAT HURT ME!!! And there was pain in it and... and something more... there was... rage! YOU HURT ME!!! And there was hatred in his eyes and... spit coming from his mouth. YOU HURT ME!!! And he didn’t move. And then he slapped me—hard!! And stared at me with such... hatred? Maybe I don’t know. I backed off. “I’m sorry,” I said and I left our room; him just staring at me, something... something in his eyes I didn’t understand. At least I didn’t think I did. But, maybe I did—maybe I do. He doesn’t want the person he turned me into anymore—who he made me into wasn’t... What does he want? Is he through with the game? This game? Does he want me out of the leather? Out of the harness? Does he want it all back the way it was before he ripped out who I was and made me who he wanted—what he wanted? I can’t go back to that! I... I... I don’t know how! I don’t know who I was!! Or... was that what I saw in his eyes even more!? Does he want the leather? Is he going to strap on the harness, and am I going to learn to like to hurt? To be...? is that what he’s after? Complete turn around!? And am I supposed to learn to like this—become this? (Eyes far away.) I probably can. I became the other. I love him so much. I love our perfect marriage so much. But... if I can do this—if I can take the burns and the whippings and the knives— if I can learn to love that—become that, then somewhere I will have passed back through who I was before it all began. I’ll move past who I was when it all began. And I don’t remember that; I don’t remember her! I remember we were perfect. Everybody said so. And we said so. We were perfect. But... who were we? Who was I? Who am I? I can’t do anything. I can’t leave. I don’t know who I am! (End)
None of Us Are Monologists (aka Chill)
Anna Deavere Smith
December 1996—an expensive New York loft or apartment—a snowy night.
Gaudelieve, tall, Rwandan, Tutsi, beautiful, a model, early twenties, facing us, scantily dressed but wearing animal fur of some kind—mink, maybe, full-length, boots, long expensive earrings, huge rock on her left hand, sipping Scotch on the rocks. Accent is French and Kinyarwandan combined.
Beside her is Olivia, white, a stylist, American, Gaudelieve’s age, average height, in the hippest possible clothing and hair but not “done.” Perhaps a couple of piercings.
The two women face the audience the entire time and look at each other only when it is specifically stated.
OLIVIA
She’s talking about what happened tonight, James.
(Pause)
Before you went for sushi.
After the Nan Goldin show.
It happened outside of the Whitney, on the street.
GAUDELIEVE
(Calm)
James. Tonight we leavin’ the party, and dis big guy, he got his lady and he draggin’ her on the ground—
OLIVIA
(Calm)
Hold on a minute, James—
GAUDELIEVE
(On her feet, accelerating, suddenly full volume, yelling, her side of a full-fledged fight)
What you mean—“For Chrissake, we don’t haff to go over dis again, do we?” Dis don’t have nothing to do wif Christ!
OLIVIA
(Immediate—no buildup. They’re there—enough to wake the neighbors, gloves are off, words are flying)
What am I doing here at four a.m.? Who am I? Just a hack who does her makeup—not a fancy-pants, I don’t belong in your fancy lair, is that what you mean? I used to be fancy enough to bring girls to you up here or Paris/Berlin/Milan/Saint Tropez/wherever, before you met her, right? Oh? Oh? Oh?
GAUDELIEVE
(Another increase in volume and intensity)
How we gonna went “over it” already . . .
OLIVIA
(She’s loud; a barrage of words)
Honest to God, Jesus Christ, James—she came to my place at one a.m. and asked me to come back here to talk to you—obviously she didn’t feel comfortable coming back here alone
to deal with you. Ever think of that? What? Snorting? Snorting what? You know damn well I'm clean! Oh, James, really? What, specifically, did she snort and when? Before she met you, she never drank anything stronger than porridge, goats' milk, and Coca-Cola—'course everybody drinks Coca-Cola. 'Course.

**GAUDELIEVE**

*(Even louder, what a duet. Poor James)*

How we gonna "went over it already, at Nobu," James, when everybody talking, drinkin' sake, laughing?

**OLIVIA**

*(In charge, outshouting them both)*

I'm just saying—James! The two of you saw two different things tonight, and you need to talk about it!

**GAUDELIEVE**

*(Top of the fight)*

You thinks you want to marry me, but you don't know me, James.

*(Big pause / shift / quiet now)*

**GAUDELIEVE**

I am talking about tonight. About what you did when the big guy draggin' his lady on the ground! Right in front of you face. What did you do? Anything? Outside of the museum, her head—on—the—ice—on the ground! And I'm like, "James, we gotta 'elp dis woman!"

*(Pause)*

... And the big guy go out into the street, and he get a taxi to come. And he tryin' to put the lady in the taxi, but she falling out, she keep falling out, and I'm seem' dis an' I'm like, "She gonna broke her neck, she gonna broke her head." An' I'm tryin' to help, and you pullin' me back, James. And all you mazungos just watchin'. And the taxi driver get out and he yelling—because he—don't—want—to—have—to—wait—while the girl get in the car. *(Acting this out)*

The taxi driver screaming: "Get in the car—you fucking you mother—"

**OLIVIA**

Motherfucker.

**GAUDELIEVE**

—and the mazungos, the white guy with de lady, he screaming back at the taxi driver, "You shut your mouth, you . . .

**OLIVIA**

"Q-tip." She told me the white guy called the Muslim cabdriver a Q-tip. My God . . .

**GAUDELIEVE**

Dey bof yelling, and I'm like, to bof of dem: "Why you so raging? You got you home, you got you life, you got your, your . . .

**OLIVIA**

*(Under her breath)*

So-called.

**GAUDELIEVE**
And the big guy hit the taxi driver! I'm, like, 'orrified, and James, you like, “Chill. Chill. Sssh. Sssh.” And the lady, she on the ground wif her head scraping the ground. She like—
OLIVIA
Upside down. Un-fucking-believable.
GAUDELIEVE
And the taxi driver go off fast, mad, loud. Another taxi come, and the big guy got the woman like dis, like a sack, like a refugee sack—and he pick her up and push—
OLIVIA
—shoves—
GAUDELIEVE
—her in the cab. Like a sack—a sack—a sack—
(Pause)
I look at all you mazungos, you white people—you all jus’ looking. Jus’ watching—looking—an’ James, dass when you broke the straw of the camel.
OLIVIA
James, apparently, the straw that broke the camel's back was what you said about how "that was a nice piece of downtown performance art"? Did you really say that, James?
(Pause—They stare him down, not with hostility but with scrutiny and curiosity, as if he is an object they've never seen before)
Oh.
(OLIVIA and GAUDELIEVE turn quickly and look at each other, which they have not done till now, and then they face front again)
You were just repeating what an art critic in the crowd said?
(Beat; GAUDELIEVE and OLIVIA look at each other again)
I personally try to be careful who I quote. I mean, why give more airtime to bullshit?
(Beat)
GAUDELIEVE
James—tonight make Rwanda come on my mind. Strong. About when the Hutus, they gonna kill my youngest brother—my mother was by his side in the road? You know dat story, right? But you don't really know. Tonight make me think I gotta tell you—the whole story. My mother, she put her arms out like this—
(Stretches her arms out)
Begging? And the Hutu soldier wif de machete said to her: "Why is it dat you Tutsi women always putting you arms out like beggars, let me help you so you don't have to do dat anymore."
And he cut them. Her arms. Like he cut dem, but—off.
OLIVIA
(Quietly)
Amputated them.
GAUDELIEVE
'E empuitate dem. And den dey killed my brother, and den dey killed her. I saw it.
(Pause)
You know I saw dem kill my mother, but you didn’t know I saw it dat way. Even though we went over it. Before.
OLIVIA
What she’s trying to tell you, James, is—

GAUDELIEVE

(Fast)

I am sitting here in my Tutsi looks, talking to you, in my same looks that got my family killed, that got my father killed, that got my mother killed—my sisters, my cousins, my aunts—these same looks that got my oldest brother hiding in a septic tank for three months, never seeing the light until the rebels came and took Kigali back.

(She sips her Scotch calmly; this could be a commercial for single-malt Scotch if the sound were turned down)

Wif de same Tutsi looks, toll and skeeny, like a Tutsi, toll and skeeny as I am, never short like a Hutu, so obviously a Tutsi—I didn’t go in a septic tank. I ran. I went to Europe and went in a fas-shion magazine. You know this, James. But you don’t know

(Another sip of her drink)

Isn’t that where you fust saw me, James? Wif dose niicce, expensive underwears, wif my long Tutsi legs, dey make dem look longer, in dat niiccce... fas-shion magazine—

OLIVIA

(Under, quick, sneaking it in so as not to interrupt)

German Vogue.

GAUDELIEVE

Remember, James? Dat fust time when you approach me in—the bar? Heming, Heming...

OLIVIA

The Hemingway bar in Paris. The dude had bars all over the damned world. Paris, Havana—

GAUDELIEVE

But you were very angry, James, at dat time—about the genocide. You told me what you had heard about Rwanda, what you had read in your papers, not much had been writ-ten. What had been writ-ten—

OLIVIA

—was like Disneyland compared to the real hell going on. But it was enough to piss you off.

GAUDELIEVE

(Musically)

You tol me dat a colleague in your business telled you? Told you?

OLIVIA

“In Rwanda, cars are German, watches are Swiss, and the women are Tutsi.”

(Pause)

Un-damned-believable.

GAUDELIEVE

(Musically, pretty)

And you said to me, dat—night—you said, “It horrify me to hear such a thing.” And Olivia, she was the one, she telled me? Told me? That you are “for real.”

OLIVIA

Not just some fucked-up perverted pig who wants to put a pretty woman on a private plane and fly around the world.

GAUDELIEVE
(Another sip)
And Olivia seen everyfing.
OLIVIA
I’ve seen a lotta fucked-up perverted pigs, but I’d never say I’ve seen everything.
GAUDELIEVE
James, you said “Come wif me to United States, I know people at the most powerful, the most beautiful, fas-shion magazine—I hook you up. Less change de world. You and me.”
(Pause)
But dass not really why I leff Rwanda—to change de world wif you. It’s an idea dass give me hope, but it’s not—reality.
(Pause)
You know why I leff Rwanda? James? Why I ran!
OLIVIA
It still blows my mind to bits that she managed to get out. She’s the shit, she really is.
GAUDELIEVE
I ran: to Belgium, to Milan, to Paris, with my thin Tutsi thighs, and I let them photograph my Tutsi looks for a fas-shion magazine?
My sister, my brothers, all of dem, dey are dere, in Rwanda. They are trying to forget and to forgive—to save the country with forgiveness. But I knew I couldn’t forgive. I couldn’t!!!!!
(Gaudelieve breaks down sobbing, loud, big, dramatic. Olivia is floored—she’s been here many times, but it floors her every time. Olivia does not console Gaudelieve, she just looks out at the audience, helpless)
GAUDELIEVE
(Stops crying, speaking louder)
Remember, James? When we learned what happened to my sister?
Right here in this room, we got the phone call. You cried too. Wif me. The Hutu women abducting, abduct—
OLIVIA
—abducted
GAUDELIEVE
—her into the Congo, when the rebels came to take back Rwanda?
And—dose Hutu women—escaped Rwanda, and take my sister wif dem, and raped—my sister for one—more.—year after the genocide was done. Dose women. Dey raped her two times, three times a week. (Beat) My looks. These are the same looks that got my sister—wif—two—Hutu—women who took her and they—
OLIVIA
(Quickly)
—yank—
GAUDELIEVE
—her dress and dey say: “let me see your nice, slim Tutsi things.” They stick a broom—and dey rape her wif a broom—
OLIVIA
—stick.
GAUDELIEVE
You know dis, James, but you don’t know.
OLIVIA
You don’t. I can’t. What the hell do we know?
GAUDELIEVE
I take my same—kind—of—Tutsi—thighs to France and—
"Oh"—the photographer said, "Oh"—"Your thighs are the perfect
perfect way."

OLIVIA
And you know what “perfect” means in France.

GAUDELIEVE
When—dose Hutu women took my sister, dey said, “Let us see
dose nice, thin Tutsi thighs that Tutsi men and Hutu men are so
fond of!”

What’s wrong wif you face James? Why you lookin’ like a boy’s
face? Don’t you remember why dose Hutu women raped my
sister?

(Pause)
Because dey—

OLIVIA
—crazy from jealousy.

GAUDELIEVE

OLIVIA
Hate and lust rolled into one big fat. Danish. See, James, I think—

GAUDELIEVE
James! Did my Tutsi looks put me in here in dis nice apartment
wif dis nice ring? Wif dis nice coat? Wif dis nice Scotch? Is dat
why I am here? Am I German?

OLIVIA
Like a car?

GAUDELIEVE
Am I Swiss?

OLIVIA
Like a watch?

GAUDELIEVE
No. I am Rwandese.

(She breaks down sobbing again)

(Pause—Gaudelieve looks up. She and Olivia sit forward and
listen to James’s every word with fascination)

OLIVIA
"Just post-traumatic stress?”?

(Olivia and Gaudelieve glance at each other and back at James
[audience])

GAUDELIEVE
You always say dat, James.

OLIVIA
And by the way—what’s "just post-traumatic stress”? (She
laughs as fully and as loudly as Gaudelieve has wept) I mean.

For real. "Just?"

GAUDELIEVE
James. You send me to your doctor.

OLIVIA
The shrink.

GAUDELIEVE
(Extremely confident, clear, no emotion, together)
What does he do? Exactly? I talk to him. He sit dere. Sometime I sit dere. And I don't talk. He sit dere. He look down at he hands, he stretch out his legs. (She giggles, she shrugs) What? Whattt?

OLIVIA
When I see the pharmos he gives her? I wonder: Does the shrink see what I see? In those eyes? On that face? What I see when I do her makeup—what I see, James—'cause I have to find it, the pain? You know? Wherever it shows up and—quick—hide it.

Me and her, we have to deal with the camera. Then it's Romancoliseum time, thumbs up, thumbs down. The camera likes her, it doesn't like her. She's got the red rocks of hell emblazoned on her memory, branded on the inside of her heart, imprinted on her soul. Nobody in our business likes to see the red rocks, so I hide 'em for her. Seems to me she's in some kind of deep—existential-deep—existential—existential—we're the ones on showtime. We're the ones playing in some—skit. She's seen the red rocks of hell. Seems to me she's just trying to—to bring you where she is. Since you're planning on marryin' her.

GAUDELIEVE

(Gaudelieve looks us straight in our eyes: humbly)
(Blacout)

Darfur Monologue
Winter Miller

In Darfur, Sudan, more than four hundred thousand black Africans have been murdered as the government of Sudan arms the Arab Janjaweed, or "devils on horseback," to enforce genocide. More than two million Darfuris are displaced in refugee camps.

MOTHER TO HER NEWBORN
One day, I know already to expect it, you will lay your curly head in my lap and ask, "Why am I not named for my father?" And I will wrap you in beautiful lies. I will tell you my husband was everything to me, the night sky specked with the most dazzling stars. I will tell you he was the desert, dusty and immense.

I will tell you his love scorched and burned like the sun. I will tell you an army of men on horseback kicked my husband to the ground and shot him seven times. The first was in the leg, so he could not run. The second was in his groin, so he could not spread his seed. The third was in his heart, so he could not love. The fourth was in his heart, so he could not breathe. The fifth was in his heart to hear him cry for mercy. The sixth was in his heart to silence him. The seventh was in the middle of his forehead, for good measure.

But listen, my son, for these are words I have never spoken, and I will never speak them again as long as I live.

Your father, all six of him, dragged me through the dust, my head bobbing over stones. When my dress tore, just as I would, he gripped my hair, pulling me like a fallen goat. Your father, all
six of him, threw me facedown in the dirt. As I choked sand, your father, all six of him, cut my clothes off with a knife. One by one, all six of him entered me.
I did not make a sound.
Your father, all six of him, called me "African slave" as he spattered his seed in me. Your father, all six of him, said, "This land belongs to Arabs now, this cattle belongs to us," and slashed my right thigh with his blade. So I would remember him, your father, all six of him, said.
Alone at last, in a pool of my own blood, I looked up at the wide sky above and prayed to die. When I awoke, the village pyre had dwindled to embers.
Your relatives are nameless corpses shoved in wells. My home is a pile of black ash and a stray teapot. There is no one and nothing to go back to, there is only going forward. I will not speak to you of the past. I will teach you not to ask.

I Can Hear My Soul Cracking

Slavenka Drakulić

A documentary broadcast at the beginning of May 2005 by the B92 TV station in Serbia shows a paramilitary Serbian unit, Scorpions, from Serbia proper (allegedly connected to the Ministry of the Interior), executing six civilian men from Srebrenica in 1995. Four of them were underage, the other two under thirty. The documentary was shot on a videotape by the soldiers themselves and, it seems, used during two years for educational purposes for special units before the order came to destroy it.
That evening, watching it on a television, a mother recognized her son.

While Mother is speaking, on a big screen behind her, a short insert from the same documentary of a young man being executed is projected again and again.

MOTHER
You ask me about my son? How I felt when I saw Azmir being killed? My child, how can I answer that kind of question? How can I tell you that? What words can I use to describe my pain? You say "killed," and it seems to me that you feel nothing—how could you? He is only a name to you. But my whole body trembles when I hear it, just that one word. Azmir, my son, he was the soul of my soul . . .
But perhaps I should try to tell you that, for the sake of others who show remorse and have respect for my tragedy. And for the sake of other mothers like me, I know that they are many. That day it was only the beginning of June but already very hot. Just like that July day in Srebrenica ten years ago, I thought as I put a dzezva with water for a coffee on a stove. My second coffee of the day. It was late afternoon, and soon my neighbor Amra will come home from work with her young daughter, Selma. Often I envied her for having a daughter; it is such a blessing to have a female child in a time of war. But I am wrong, of course. A woman’s curse is different, that’s all. I was grateful that Amra was helping me. I expected that the three of us would have a supper together and watch television, as we did every evening.

Ten years passed. If Azmir had not disappeared, he would have been twenty-six now—a grown-up man, maybe even married. I still remember that he liked that dark-haired girl from his school class, though nowadays it would be difficult for them to marry. She was a Serb. I like to imagine what would happen if he were here with me. I daydream about his job—he was so good with his hands—and a new house that he would surely be able to build. I like to daydream, imagining Azmir had the power to warm me and wake me up from a cold that I felt inside. That warmth used to keep me alive. But then immediately, I feel shame, the same feeling that I have experienced so many times: shame that I am alive and he… Why? Why me? If someone had asked me to trade my life for that of my son, Azmir, I gladly would have done it. Not very tall and rather thin, he looked younger than his age—no more than a boy, really! This was the reason that I believed Azmir could be spared by soldiers. How wrong I was, I thought, embittered. Sitting in the kitchen that afternoon.

I slowly sipped my thick, strong coffee. See, I was convinced that I was reconciled with Azmir’s death long ago. Only I didn’t mention that ugly word, not even to myself. What else would keep him from coming back to me, calling me, for ten years? No way Azmir would not contact me somehow through relatives, perhaps, he would find a way. My whole body told me that Azmir was no longer in this world, the same as his uncle, who was killed by Arkan’s soldiers when he visited Bijeljina at the very beginning of the war. At least I knew about him, I was certain, I was even able to get his body (for money, of course) and bury him properly. It is important to give people a burial; one should not be buried without a name, together with others in a mass grave. Why do we all have a shame? We have it in life, and we should have it in death, that’s what I think. And I wanted to bury Azmir properly, if he was… Well.

Although I felt Azmir’s end in my every muscle and bone, the truth is that I did not know for certain what had happened to him. And when. And where. It was not officially confirmed, or so I was told. In the last few years there were bones dug out, bones of thousands of men who were executed around Srebrenica.
Like other women, I went to identify remnants of my son. But a watch and a few photos and a piece of shirt I was shown, together with some darkened bones, were not his—odd how thin and fragile human bones look, as if eaten by earth, I thought. I remember letting out a big sigh, not knowing if I was relieved that these remains were not Azmir’s, or unhappy that I could not finally get over with the torture of living with uncertainty year after year. Thinking that his bones are shattered in the woods, that he is not buried, that some other mother—just like me—looks at someone’s things with fear and then relief. I was afraid that Azmir was not only dead but also lost for me, lost forever.

So, that evening I was in the kitchen washing dishes after dinner with Amra and Selma, as usual. Just then I heard a voice from the TV in the living room saying something about Srebrenica. Ah, yet another program, I thought. I had seen a few in the years that passed, always with a knot in my throat while looking for the familiar face of Azmir and hoping that I wouldn’t see it. I was tired of this, not sure that I could force myself to watch anything that had to do with Srebrenica again. Ten years is a long time when you wait. Why look at that program, what could it tell me that I already didn’t know? Yet I could not resist and went back to the living room and sat down. Amra was still there; Selma had gone back to their apartment. It was not a real film but some kind of a documentary, they said, and the picture was shaking, jumping. But I could see the Serbian soldiers in fatigue uniforms and red caps, their faces in front of the camera. They were not even hiding, so sure they were of themselves, so arrogant… And then I saw a group of four prisoners, young men with their hands tied in the back. The soldiers killed them just like that. It all happened so abruptly, so quickly, that I had no time to react, to switch off the TV set or something. But when another two prisoners appeared on the screen, I averted my eyes. I was not quick enough, though… because from the corner of my eye, I saw a familiar figure. Instantly, I recognized my son, Azmir, his light brown hair, his hands, his shirt. He stood there for a short while with his hands tied back, bent slightly forward. Suddenly, I felt pressure in my chest, as if I were sinking into water—like when I was small and fell into a river. I gasped for air, but there was not enough. I could hear no sound, not even my heartbeat, nor could I utter a single sound. I was trapped in that water. In that room, in that picture on the screen, and there was no way out.

I knew what was coming. When Azmir turned toward the camera with a frown on his forehead so familiar to me—because he used to frown like that when he was small and frightened, just before he would start crying—I tried to close my eyes. I had seen enough.

But my own eyes betrayed me, and I stared while Azmir took a bullet and fell gently on his back.

Now it all happened very, very slowly, or it only seemed so to me, I didn’t know any longer, nor did I care. I was still under the
water with my lungs about to explode. Then I felt Amra shaking me gently, and I took a breath. I saw what I had seen so many times in my nightmares—but now, for the first time, I saw it to the very end. In my nightmare, there was never an end, and I would wake up wishing to know... the end. That evening I saw it. I know it now.

When I finally managed to close my eyes, I heard a strange sound coming from somewhere inside me. The sound of cracking, like cracking of ice in the springtime. "I can hear my soul cracking," I said to Amra. She held me tightly in her arms for a while.

That night, alone in my bed, I saw the same picture again and again. Not of Azmir's death, but of his face, looking for help that did not come.

Celia

Edwidge Danticat

Inspired by a true story.

Celia, an immigrant from Guatemala, crossing the U. S. border in an airless container. She wakes up on the floor of the container, surrounded by a group of women who appear to be sleeping but might be dead. They are victims of human smuggling. Celia looks around and lets her eyes adjust to the semidarkness.

Her breathing is labored.

CELIA

No puedo respirar. I can't breathe. My asthma's acting up and I can't breathe. Ay, dios mio, we're still not in Brownsville. That's where the coyotes told us we'd end up if we got into this thing. This big coffin. This container. They told us they'd help us cross
the border. They said they’d find a place with no migra and no vigilantes. Ay, bless us, madre del dios, holy mother of God, it is so hot. I’m sweating like a cerdo, and I can’t breathe. Everyone is lying so still. Are they sleeping, or are they dead? (She shakes two of the women closest to her.) Flaca, Mira. ¡Levantese! Wake up! ¡Todos despíerta! Everybody, wake up! (No one wakes up.) They won’t wake up.

We come from the same village, Flaca, Mira, and my husband, Julio. I was seventeen years old when Julio and I married. He was a soldier, twelve years my senior. We’d known each other only a short time, but societal pressures—the average marriage age in my province was fifteen—encouraged the union.

The military in Guatemala is very powerful. A soldier can kill you on the spot if you do anything wrong and even if you don’t. Julio came home from work drunk every night because he was trying to forget the bad things he’d done to people, burning down houses with families inside, tossing babies in the air and shooting at them. When he was so drunk he didn’t even know himself, he would beat me. Sometimes he’d beat me until I lost consciousness, all the while telling me that he was only treating me the same way he was treated in the army.

“What they demand of me, I demand of you,” he’d say. He beat me like this through the birth of our son. When I was four months pregnant, he kicked me in the stomach and tried to make me have a miscarriage. Ay, it is so hot in here.

After our son was born, he kept on beating me. He once hit my face so hard that he dislocated my jaw. At times he’d drag me down the street by my hair and strike my head against a car, a window, or whatever was nearby. He’d pistol-whip me, kick me with his boots, but since he was a soldier and carried a gun, no one could intervene, not even my own relatives. And every time I filed a complaint with the police, they sent me home saying they couldn’t interfere in family matters.

I escaped and moved to another part of town, but he found me and beat me and said he and his friends would kill my mother and my son if I didn’t go back to him. Then he started beating me again.

I tried to commit suicide by taking a handful of pills. They only made me sluggish, so I had to flush them out of my system with water. When he found out, he laughed and said I could die if I wanted to, but I wasn’t going to leave him any other way. So one day, while my son was with my mother and Julio was at work, I got on a bus with Flaca and Mira, who were headed to Mexico. Then we got into this container, this caja on wheels, headed for Brownsville, Texas. But ay, dios mio, it is so hot.

Sometimes when Julio was beating me, I used to feel like I was hot, so hot I thought I’d stop breathing. I told myself, I have to go someplace where I’d be able to breathe, where I can send for my mother and my son, and the three of us can finally breathe freely. But now—ay, it’s so hot—Flaca, Mira, despierte, por favor. Wake up, please. Ayudeme. Help me! (She starts knocking on the floor of the container) Can any one hear? ¡Parele! Help!
Stop! Let me out! *(She breaks down and starts crying)* Please! No puedo respirar. I can’t breathe. *(She collapses and joins the others on the floor)* I can’t breathe.

They Took All of Us

*Susan Minot*

For nearly twenty years the Lord’s Resistance Army, a roaming rebel group, has preyed on the children of northern Uganda, raiding their villages, murdering their parents, and kidnapping children between the ages of eight and eighteen to enslave them as soldiers, forcing them to fight, steal, and kill. The girls are raped and made to be "wives" to their captors. The groups are largely disorganized,
and despite the brutality, the children often manage to escape. So far, nearly half of those captured, more than four thousand, have managed to escape. Some are even captured again.

In October 1996 the rebels stormed a Catholic boarding school run by Italian nuns in the northern town of Aboke. They took 139 girls in the middle of the night. Their petite headmistress, Sister Rachele, followed after them into the bush. This is her story.

The watchman George woke me in the night. He said, Sister, they are here. Often we heard rumors that the rebels were nearby and would put children in houses in town, but on this day, Ugandan Independence Day, October 9, we decided to keep the girls with us, waiting for the soldiers stationed with us. But those soldiers were celebrating and never showed up. So we put the girls to bed early in the dormitory and told them to bolt the steel door from inside. Sister, they are here.

The gate was illuminated like daylight. The dormitory was already surrounded, with lights on in each window. We had to make the hardest decision of our lives. We said, What do we do? We said, Let us hide. We threw off our habits and lay in the grass behind the banana garden. Across the garden we could hear banging. We prayed; Let those doors hold. We never heard one voice of our girls. We were sure they were inside.

Finally, it was quiet. We saw smoke and fire from vehicles burned in the parish next door. We came out and met some of the girls. A little one said, Sister, they took all of us. They took you? They took all of us.

Oh, the scene we saw. It was a devastation. Glass broken, sleepers, clothes. What shocked us was a hole in the wall. They'd removed a whole window and used the bars as a ladder. The girls will tell you how they tried to hide, under the beds, under the mattresses. One of the little ones was raped near the church. This we came to know afterward.

I changed my clothes. I went to the office and took some money and put it in a bag. I said, I must go. John Bosco, one of our teachers, was with me. He said, Sister, let us go die for our girls.

We started walking. By now it was seven; they were two hours ahead of us. Bosco did not know the way, but on the ground were pieces of paper—for the holiday, we'd given sweets to the girls—wrappers and Pepsi cans.

We asked villagers. Have they passed here? We reached a swamp. The water reached to here. (Indicates her breastbone) I kept thinking of the little ones who were not so tall. We entered the water. Because of the landmines, Bosco said, Sister, put your feet where I put mine. The Lord helped us.

One of the girls, Irene, had gotten away. When we found her, she was wearing her skirt as a blouse. Then we came to a hilly place. I was bending down to pick up an identity card, and Bosco said, Sister, they are there.
I am not good at telling distance. They were maybe three, four hundred meters ahead on a hill climbing. More than a hundred of our girls. It was one thing to follow, another to face them. Then we went down into a valley and couldn't see them; then I could. They were in two lines. As we came near, they told us to raise our hands. The guns were pointed at us and I saw their faces. They said something in Acholi I couldn't understand. The commander came forward and asked me where I had been—he meant at the school. The Lord gave me the right words. I said I hadn't been there, I had taken Sister Alba to Lira because she was sick. I said a small lie.

I said I had money if he would give me back the girls. We don't want money, he said, but took the bag anyway. Then, Follow me, I will give you the girls. Don't worry, I am Mariano Lagira. I was full of hope. I did not expect such a welcome. We went ahead and I saw three or four girls with some rebels. When I tried to greet them, they kept their eyes down. Mariano Lagira led me to another group of rebels.

I said, Please be so kind as to give me the girls. He said, What are you doing? I am praying, I said. I had a rosary. He took out his rosary. See? he said. I pray, too. There were children guarding us. They had guns and necklaces of bullets. The youngest ones, about ten years old, looked the hardest.

Mariano said he had to send a message to Kony, the leader of the Lord's Resistance Army. Soldiers laid down a solar panel to charge batteries for the radio signal. We waited for the sun to charge it.

At one point helicopters carrying government troops on routine surveillance came nearby. They did not know about the girls then. We were told to hide ourselves. Some put cassava branches over themselves to make us look like walking trees. Soon the helicopters flew off.

We had reached the rebels at 10:40 and it was now four o'clock. We sat for a while. Drank water. There were a few houses nearby, a few women there. The commander sat on a stool, and a lady got a plastic bag for me to sit on.

I said again, Mariano, please give me the girls. He told me I should wash. When I came back from washing, he said, There are one hundred and thirty-nine girls. I will give you—he wrote the numbers in the dirt like this—one-zero-nine. And I will keep thirty.

I knelt in front of him. Let my girls go. Keep me here. He said, Only if Kony says yes.

Then take me to Kony, I said. I wrote a note on paper. Dear Mr Kony, Please be so kind as to allow Mariano to release the girls. He took the letter I wrote. But I don't know if Kony ever got that note. It is difficult for me to say these things because I cannot put into words what I felt at the moment. From where I was sitting, I saw
a large group of my girls. And next to them a smaller group.
He said, You go and write the names of those girls there.
I went over to the smaller group with a pen and paper.
I said, Girls, be good . . . But I didn’t finish the sentence. They
started crying. They understood everything. In a second I heard
an order and a quick movement and suddenly the soldiers began
grabbing branches and beating the girls. One soldier jumped on
the back of Grace. Carolyn they slapped so hard. The girls
stopped crying.
I was seeing these things.
The girls started looking at me. They then started one by one,
all of them, to speak—no, not all of them—some were just looking
at me. Jessica said, My two sisters died in a car accident, and
my mother is sick. Another: Sister, I have asthma. Sister, I am in
my period.
Mariano, I said, please.
He said, If you do like this, I give you none of them.
I couldn’t write. Then Angela—she is still with them now; still
in Sudan—she started writing the names. I gave my rosary to Judith,
the head girl, and said, You look after them. I gave them a
sweater.
I said, When we go, you must not look at us.
No, Sister, we won’t.
I then had tea and biscuits with the commander. We ate. We
greeted each other as great friends. He told me I could go say
goodbye.
Then I started calling their names.
One of the girls said, Janet is not here. She went there.
Janet had sneaked away, trying to escape. Guess what I had
to do? I told Angela, Get her. If they realize one is missing.
So I had to do this. Can you imagine? She was brought back. I
told Janet she was maybe endangering her friends.
She said, No, Sister. I will not try to run away again.
She, too, is still in Sudan.
And then there was Charlotte. I don’t forget her last words to
me. Sister, are you coming back for us?
I am saying words like this, but the pain . . .
There must be someone somewhere who can do something.
Some of our girls have come back to us. Many, one, we have
learned, died. The children who run away stay for a time in the
rehabilitation centers. Go and see them. You will look and see in
their eyes what they have been through. They are made to kill
other children. They are made to have the rebels’ babies. When I
think that I fought for only a few hours and they do this for
months, for years . . . When they manage to return, their hands
and the soles of their feet are as hard as this table.
It is a miracle they are surviving. In a cross fire, Jacqueline got
a bullet in the neck. Pamela in the nose. Jacqueline’s mother has
died of sorrow, and Jacqueline does not even know yet. They are
just children. Can you imagine?
Woman
Tariq Ali

Woman, head covered with hijab, walks to the front of the stage.

WOMAN

So many stones have been thrown at me. I’ve lost count. It doesn’t matter whether I wear this or not (takes off hijab and uses it as a prop). They carry on raping me. My own people. In the background I can hear the distant drones. The faithful are being called to prayer. And my own president, in his shiny, modern uniform on a visit to your pious and devout president, tells your media folk that I lied. He says my torment is manufactured, my suffering imagined. Why? (Pause) Because I’m desperate for a . . . North American passport. Preferably Canadian. My tormentors now laugh in my face. So many stones have been thrown at me. I’ve lost count.

And my Babylonian sisters in Baghdad and Fallujah. The violated women who stare with listless eyes at the walls of their wrecked homes. Some have seen their children die. Collateral damage. Do they also lie? Did they, too, open their legs willingly to reveal a slit where a green card could be painlessly inserted? Our voices are weak, our pleas go unheard, but our will is strong. They tell us to stay in our caves. Live there and you will be safe. If no person can see you, then he can’t harm you. It’s only when you reveal yourself that you expose your person to danger. Out of sight, out of mind, out of rape. We will not live like that. However insufferable our pain, however futile the way for the dead conscience of the “international community” to correct itself—was it always dead, or does it awaken only when it hears the bugle sounding the call to war?—however desperate our lives, we will not disappear. We will not cave in to those who occupy our country either in the name of a religion they exploit or on behalf of those who rule the world. Our roots go deep in every land. Without us, the world would come to an end. So many stones have been thrown at us, we’ve lost count. That is why we say silence is a crime. We will not stop till we are free. We will speak the truth (whispers) even if we have to whisper it in every ear. I no longer smile. A hot wind has seared my lips, but I can speak and I will sing. Throw your stones. They no longer hurt me. Hurl your rocks. They no longer draw blood. I am not afraid.
I’m Thinking I’ve Closed My Eyes for the Last Time
Hanan al-Shaykh
(Translated by Catherine Cobham)

I’m thinking I’ve closed my eyes for the last time and put out the fires in them forever. I stretch my cramped joints and muscles, pushing the heavy weight off my chest and feeling the suffocating bonds fall away. If I could, I’d laugh aloud. Isn’t it crazy that I feel at ease for the first time when I’m buried in the ground? To cut a long story short, my life was a series of battles for as long as I could remember: whenever I wanted to open the window and stick my head out, walk along the street with my face and head exposed and free, or play outside with the boys in the neighborhood, or especially when my brother’s friend snatched my heart away and I went racing after it, then when he kissed me and I fell in love with him and began planning, scheming, and lying so that nobody in my family would discover that my heart had been stolen, especially my brother, who followed me wherever I went, spying on me, wishing that I’d been born a man so he wouldn’t have to worry about preserving my honor for the honor of the family. Then there was the moment the boy I loved told me I was his and he was mine forever, and promised to marry me, then when we kissed and touched with mounting eagerness, our breathing unsteady with passion, and afterward when he reproached me in tears for agreeing to sleep with him and I cried and pleaded with him, saying I’d agreed because I loved him, and because I loved him, I’d agreed. He cried louder, then ran off and never came back, and I wept and wailed and beat my chest because he’d left me, and because I was scared my brother would find out what had happened. Then, finally, my prayers were answered and my life was taken from me.

I’m thinking I’ve closed my eyes for the last time. I stretch my cramped joints and muscles, pushing the heavy weight off my chest and feeling the suffocating bonds fall away. If I could, I’d laugh aloud, hearing myself repeat silently: “Isn’t it crazy that I feel at ease because I’m buried in my grave?”

But all at once, I find myself twitching violently again. The calm feeling abandons me, and it isn’t because of the maggots: They wouldn’t know I was dead until they began gnawing into me. My death is still fresh. I haven’t gone to hell yet, to dangle from a zaqquj tree while burning coals tear my flesh to shreds. Nor have I turned into a rose to be plucked by an unknown hand, nor a bird to be pelted with stones, nor a ravening wolf. I haven’t been reincarnated as a newborn baby, to live again inside her. No. Nothing like this has happened. Instead, darkness is falling now, the graveyard empties of visitors, the graveyard attendant comes across to my grave, digs it up at an amazing speed, lifts me out, or rather pulls me violently, carries me into his little room, and throws me down on the bed. He unwraps my
white shroud, tears it off me, then rides me like a horse, his hands between my breasts as if they are the saddle. Then he leaves me suddenly, not because I’m cold as ice, but to take off his trousers and underpants before remounting me, moaning and sighing. He stops, or should I say freezes, only when there’s a loud knocking on the door, then someone kicks it so hard it caves in and comes crashing down onto the floor, and my brother is standing there, his mouth open wide. He’s come back to the graveyard, looking for the attendant to help him find his mobile phone, which he’s certain fell out of his pocket into my grave as he lowered me in unaided, to make sure—even though I was dead—that no other man would touch me, not even a man of religion.
I Can’t Wait

James Lecesne

If I had my choice, I’d have to say that I prefer being beat up to being a dead person. Being a dead person is so boring. You just lie there. Sometimes for hours. You are not a priority. They get to you when they get to you. Unless, of course, you have a major role. I’ve never had a major role. Not yet, anyway. In fact, I seem to be getting a reputation for being a random dead person. I’ve been dead on three different TV shows, including Six Feet Under. My agent told me that the producers have been very impressed by how long I’m able to hold my breath, how still I can be while the principals discuss the details of my death or whatever, and how I never complain even when I have to lie, scantily clad, on the pavement. I’ve played a dead prostitute a number of times. You’d be surprised how many dead prostitutes there are in my business. I did once play a living prostitute on an ongoing cable TV series, but I was strictly background; I was what they call “atmosphere.” I wore uncomfortable shoes, as prostitutes do, and I was filmed leaning against a well-lit wall the whole time. I decided that my name was Sharon Lefferty and I hadn’t come to prostitution easily; it had been a difficult decision for me because I was basically a good girl who got desperate and needed the money. I didn’t enjoy the sex, and I wasn’t into drugs, but I did have a weakness for really nice clothes. It was how I justified my life as a sex worker. I told the wardrobe people about this aspect of my backstory; I thought it would help them be more creative with my costumeing, more specific, and perhaps get me better shoes. But the head wardrobe woman handed me a vinyl skirt and a pair of Payless boots and said, “Yeah, well, think of me as your pimp who’s got other ideas about your look.” That’s the thing when you don’t have a speaking part: You really don’t have a voice in the development of your character. I couldn’t tell the wardrobe woman that Sharon Lefferty was not the type of girl who would ever be involved with a pimp. And even if she had been, she certainly wouldn’t have gone with a lady pimp.

Of course, nobody gets into this business to always be a nonspeaking prostitute, dead, or beat up, or whatever, but that’s a lot of what’s out there. You take what you can get. But like I said, being beat up is way better. You get rehearsal time, you get to work with the other actors, sometimes there’s a choreographer if the fight is supposed to be really fierce. It’s not as easy as it looks to get knocked against a wall. You have to know how to do it so you don’t get hurt. And falling
down takes practice. There are little tricks you learn so you don’t take the fall hard and scrape your elbows or your knees. You also have to watch that you don’t totally wreck your outfit, or the wardrobe people give you a hard time and take the cost of your costume out of your paycheck. One trick I’ve learned is that you always want to know where you are in the frame. Is your fall going to be actually seen, or are you out of frame when you go down? Usually, the camera stays with the principal actor, getting his reaction when I go down. I mean, he’s getting the big money. Anyway, I always ask, because what’s the point of going for realness and risking a hurt shoulder or torn stockings when you are out of frame and it’s all about him?

There are now entire TV stations (cable, but still) devoted to women and women’s programming. They are not afraid to take on women’s issues and also to provide leading roles for women to play. I remember the first time I saw a made-for-TV movie on one of these stations back in ’97, and I instantly thought, I could play the hell out of that cheerleader. I think it was what made me decide to be an actress and wholeheartedly pursue my goals. The movie was about a high school romance that quickly turned to disaster when the all-star jock proved to be a psychotic jerk who used violence to control his girlfriend. I couldn’t believe my eyes when I saw Fred Savage (known for playing the kid in The Wonder Years) portray an evil bully. He was amazing...scary. The name of the movie is No One Would Tell, and the girlfriend is played by Candace Cameron of TV’s Full House fame.

Sometimes when I’m on set waiting while a shot is set up, I speak to my fellow actors. I often mention No One Would Tell as an early influence on my work. Usually, I am reminded by whomever I am speaking to that actors like Fred and Candace were probably cast in that movie because they both had been child stars, they had name recognition, not to mention connections. As a kind of joke, I remind whomever that it is way too late for me to become a child star. But then, on a more serious note, I tell them that I am trying to get my name recognized by being an occasional dead person and make connections through my roles as a non-speaking prostitute who gets roughed up. It’s just a matter of being patient, I tell them.

It’s hard not to get discouraged in a business like mine. Especially when I turn on the TV and see Nicollette Sheridan playing a woman who has just received eye transplants to restore her vision and is acting up a storm while being bombarded with images of the last moment of her donor’s life (Deadly Visions, 2004) or see Jamie Luner, of Melrose Place fame, playing a blind lawyer who gets raped by a guy who then escapes from jail vowing to kill her (Blind Injustice, 2005). When that happens, I get totally down in the dumps about the state of my career, and I have to take the fact that I might not be getting the breaks because basically, I’m nobody. But I’m not giving up. I’m going to keep going.

What I’m really hoping for is a plum part as a forensic investigator on an ongoing series for network TV. That’s my dream.
But I don’t want to be just the kind of forensic investigator who wears a lab coat and glasses and puzzles over a corpse laid out in an antiseptic environment. I want to be the kind who gets to wear low-cut blouses that are tailored to the body, flank-hugging slacks, and tousled hair while she investigates a dead body at the scene of the crime. Instead of being the dead body at the scene of the crime, or the nameless corpse with a tag on my toe, I want at the very least to portray complex human emotions on-screen and have my own trailer. This business is full of opportunities for an actress who knows how to play the hell out of a living person with a speaking part. I know they’re out there for me to sink my teeth into. I can’t wait.

In Memory of Imette
Periel Aschenbrand

For as badass as I am—or like to think I am—in the back of my mind, I am always wholly aware of the fact that at any moment I could be raped.
The fact that I’m totally paranoid doesn’t detract from the other fact, which is that this is true.
So when someone picked up NYU student Imette St. Guillen and sodomized and raped her repeatedly and bound her hands behind her back and shoved a tube sock down her throat and wrapped her face in packing tape and lopped off her long black hair and sliced up her genital area before he dumped her by the side of the Belt Parkway, it didn’t escape me for one second that she just as easily could have been me.
To begin with, the bar she was last seen alive in is around the corner from my house.
And that’s just to begin with.
For the first few days, I locked myself in my apartment. I got to the point where I was afraid to take a shower. And this isn’t some bogeyman fantasy. I’ve read nearly every FBI criminal profile book and every Ann Rule book that has ever been written.
Ignorant people who adore me tried to tell me I was overreacting, but it was useless. I know what the fuck I’m talking about.
I said from the get-go that the person who did this to Imette was a serial killer, and everyone was like, Periel, really, get a grip.
So I did.
I went to the John Jovino gun shop, also down the street from my house, and bought mace and a Screecher, which looks like a baby fire extinguisher but makes a really loud noise, and a big-ass hunting knife with which, if need be, I could slice off someone’s testicles. I tried to buy a stun gun, but the Chinese person behind the counter said, “Po-­‐peas only.”
I was unhappy about that, because I thought the gun, in addition to being able to immobilize someone, would be a fairly sexy accessory. I made do, and for about two weeks, I walked around with my hands in my pockets, the Screecher in one hand and the mace in the other. I was petrified. I was also ready to seriously
fuck someone up.
When I profiled the killer over dinner, I explained that someone
who commits a crime like this has raped before because it
was a fairly organized crime. It’s clear by the way he killed her
that he enjoyed it and that he would not be someone who could
be rehabilitated—based on the fact that it was so violent, he’d
likely been fantasizing about something like this for years. My
friend looked at me and said, deadpan, Wow, P. It sounds like
you’re about to crack this case wide open.
I was like, You can make fun of me if you want, but you’ll
see. When they find this guy, he’ll have raped and killed before.
And if they don’t catch him, he’ll definitely do it again. This guy
gets off on this. Don’t you get it? He likes this. It’s a game to him.
He enjoys the torture. And I’m not going down! I screamed as I
exhibited my array of weaponry.
My friend continued to look at me as though I had completely
lost my mind.
I continued: Imette St. Guillen was a student of forensic psychology.
If anyone knew about these sociopaths, it was her. Two
of her fingernails were ripped off. Do you know what that
means? She fought like a fucking tiger. It means if this happened
to her, it could happen to anyone. Don’t you get that?
But wait, you’re a guy. You have nothing to worry about. Serial
killers almost never kill grown men.
So there you fucking go. With your six feet of height and
your dick between your legs, you have nothing to worry about.
Except for me. You should be worried about me. You should be
very worried about me, because the reality is that, literally at a
point, I could be raped.
This is a fact that is lost on most men. Not because they don’t
love us but more because they just don’t understand what it feels
like to walk down a dark street and see a creepy guy and be
scared for your life. They don’t understand because they can’t
understand.
So for Imette and for all the other women who have met their
fate in a fashion so hideous most of us don’t dare to even think
of it, I’m thinking of you, and though I’m bathing again, I’m still
carrying a knife in my back pocket.
Respect
Kimberle Crenshaw
Black vaginas
the hardest-working vaginas in America,
and still they get no respect.
No vagina has done so much for this country
and received so little. Really.
Black vaginas built this country.
It all started right here,
between blueberry black, chocolate cream, honey brown,
praline pecan
French vanilla
legs.
It wasn't the Declaration of Independence,
the Constitution,
or the Stars and Stripes that gave birth to America.
It was the black vagina that hatched the golden egg,
or rather, the chattel slave.
That's right—during America’s formative years, the most
valuable property it produced,
the property that the entire economy was based on,
the property that was mortgaged to build America
was property in slaves.
Twelve billion dollars' worth.
One can't begin to fathom it in today's dollars. And where did
it come from? Whose vaginas passed this twelve billion
dollars?
Whose vaginas were capitalized, colonized, and amortized all
to give birth to America?
Whose vaginas have been appropriated, syndicated, deprecated,
but never, ever
vindicated in the process of building this country?
The black vagina, the only vagina that was less valuable when it was protected, loved, and respected than when it was open, taken, and occupied at will. And the law made it that way—black women couldn’t be raped as a matter of law during those old days. The law said that rape was something that happened to white vaginas, not to black ones. But those were the old days, we can rest assured. We finally got that Respect that Aretha’s been talking about all these years. Or did we?

Has the black vagina received the respect she deserves even today?

Is it respected when those who enter our vaginas against our will are least likely to be arrested, least likely to be prosecuted, least likely to be convicted, and when, by some miracle, they are convicted, they will receive only one-fifth the sentence of those who rape white vaginas?

Is it respected when no one seems to know or care about what happens to our vaginas within our community, right here in Harlem?

Is it respected when everyone knows about the Central Park Jogger, but no one knows about the eight other women of color raped in New York that very week, one who was gang-raped, thrown down an elevator shaft, and left for dead?

Is the black vagina respected when our own community readily embraces those accused of rape, and chastises a woman for “not having the good sense God gave her” or “having no business being up there with that man at two in the morning” or “being foolish not to know what the brother’s true intentions were”?

Is it respected when politicians trip over themselves trying to be tough on black vaginas by embracing punitive policies to sew up and shut down these vaginas now that our labor isn’t needed anymore?

After four hundred years, is this the respect we’ve been waiting for?

I don’t think so...

So here’s an idea. The next time we hear ReRe belting out R>E>S>P>E>C>T, let’s reach for it, own it, proclaim it as our national anthem for black vaginas, for all vaginas, because we know that respect goes to those who demand it, expect it, and refuse to live without it.

So from Harlem to Watts from Memphis to Detroit from Nairobi to Beijing from Kingston to Jerusalem let our voice, our demand, our command, be heard:

RESPECT this vagina!!!
The Aristocrats
Kate Clinton
I sobbed through the movie The Aristocrats. To clarify, The Aristocrats is not a documentary about the Bushes. The Aristocrats is a movie about the world’s filthiest joke and the comics who love to tell it. Here’s how it goes: A showbiz family visits a vaudeville talent agency. The agent asks the father to describe their act. The father proceeds: The family dog is trained to poop in their son’s mouth while the boy is copulating with their nine-year-old daughter while the father is urinating on the mother, and on and on. The agent asks the father what they call themselves. The father says, “The Aristocrats.” Hi-larious.
By process of natural selection, the fittest survivors of the film’s comic Darwinism, the aristocrats of comedy, are mostly male. The comic elders mouth the classic line, which I heard often in my career, “Look, funny is funny.” That gender erasure reminds me of something June Jordan once said: “There is power and there is point of view and whoever has the power determines the point of view.” So, the ejaculatory stand-up/punch-line brand of male humor has a funny point of view, while the multi-orgasmic, extended storytelling of women does not have a funny point of view. Because the long multipart middle section of the Aristocrats joke is safely bracketed by the familiar levees of setup and punch line, when men tell it, it is hilarious.
But I was sobbing.
Men have always said that women have no sense of humor.
Often after we’ve been seen together laughing, howling, tears
streaming down our faces. Men can feel so left out. It’s just that
women know whose butts are the butts of the jokes.
I grew up in a land of reversals. Where men who told jokes
about women were funny but women who told jokes about men
were anti-male. Where, year after year, there was the appearance
of a cartoon depicting the same “funny” scene of a barelegged
man in an old raincoat exposing himself to a woman. The cartoon
was made even “funnier” by the horrified look on the woman’s
face. By extension, rape was one of the funniest things a guy
could do. The ultimately practical joke.
I remain a faith-based comedian. I believe in the power of
laughter in a democracy. It takes the tyranny of the things we are
given, and it blows them apart. When I’m listening to someone
tell me the largest pile of crap, I nod, listen, and then just burst
out laughing. I pause, then say, Oh my God, you mean it. And
that person will never say those things again with any degree
of confidence. And it’s time to take them down.
God told me. She did.
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Stew

Ariel Dorfman

"Your husband is still alive."

It was not familiar, the rasping voice of that man, no familiar at all, no matter how much I searched for something, anything, that would let me trust him, believe what the stranger on the other side of the phone was saying, that he really knew my husband was not dead. Proof, I wanted proof, wanted to ask where, when, how, friend, foe, near, far. Instead, serenely:

"Bless you, if what you say is true."

"Of course it's true. Last night, I saw your husband just last night. We shared a cell together. He asked me to call you, gave me your name."

But I still didn't dare say what I really wanted to say. Behind me, the children began to cry. Why did they begin to cry just then? Were they warning me to be careful? Were they catching something from the strangled breathless language of my body as I held the phone too close to my ear, the slim slope of my body that he loved to touch and slender downwards with his hands, my man, my man, my body now so abruptly rigid that it scared the children? Or were they crying because they were hungry, set off
by the smallest one, she who has never seen her father, who does not even know there is such a thing as a father, hungry for my milk as I stifled my words into the phone, hungry for the hands of a father to soothe her when there is no milk, when the lights sputter off in the night and the bombs fall nearby and my breasts grow sour.

“He is well, you are telling me that my husband is well?”
And the response was what I expected and is not, can never be, what I expect, the response from that rasp, that voice that has coughed too much, perhaps from too many cigarettes, perhaps, perhaps from too many screams wrenched from that throat: “Nobody can be said to be well in that place, that wet hole out of hell—that place is so dark, so dark I don’t even know what your husband’s face looks like, what he is wearing, I could not describe him to you if you asked—but do not ask, do not ask. Be glad he is alive and do not ask anything else.”

“All I’m asking is that he come home.” And then I add, so this man on the phone doesn’t get any wrong ideas, heading off this man and his rasp, just in case, just in case this time this one also has plans, I blurt out: “We need him so much, my husband. Since they came for him, we haven’t had any income, not a penny, only a package every week from his old mother—I stress that word, old. That word, mother. Draw both words out, accentuate them, see if that moves this one, the man on the other side of the line, moves him to pity, to understand that we are like orphans, we have nothing to tender, nothing that he can squeeze out of us, out of me—

Have I made a mistake? Did I speak too soon of what we lack, of our destitution, am I frightening him away?

Because now the man interrupts me.

“I’m in a hurry,” the man says, suddenly impatient, and there is a coldness in his voice that was not there before. As if he resents my implication that he expects recompense, as if he is angry that I am poisoning his act of kindness. I can’t talk much longer. They said if I called anyone, if I told anyone about this, anything, they would come for me again. We know you, we know where you live, we know where your brother lives, your mother, my mother is also old. So I will call you again soon.

Goodbye.”

Now I don’t lose a second wondering what to say. Now I whisper out urgently:

“Wait, wait—”

Just that, wait, wait.

And he manages to shred out a few more words, grind them into my ears:

“I will tell you more next time,” that is what he says.

“Wait, wait!”

And then the phone goes dead before I can add: “Tell me where he is, how to get him out, why they took him, I will do anything to bring him back alive.”

I will do anything, anything, to bring him back alive.

What I said to the other one, the other time, the last time,
when the phone rang two months ago and another voice, without a rasp, that voice, like honey, that voice saying my husband was alive, still alive. And then added I will tell you more later, asked for money, asked me to bring the money to the corner of that street and also some of that stew you fix, your husband says you cook great stew, woman, and how to recognize him, you’ll recognize me, I will be smoking and I am a big man, a large man, you won’t have any trouble recognizing me. And two days and ten hours later, I watched him, that other man back then, count the bills under the streetlamp, lick his thumb each time to make sure he had not missed a bill and then, it is not enough, he said, as I knew he would, not enough, if I am to risk my life getting your husband free, bribing the guards, I will need more, much more than this. And then he tasted the stew, I saw his fingers go into the pot and come out with a chunk of meat and oh yes, oh yes, this is as good as I was told, but still, still not enough. And He knew, that man under the big hulk of his shoulders, those delicate bones of his holding up the enormous weight of his flesh, he knew and I knew that this was not the end of it. I had told him that I would do anything, anything, to bring the father of my children back alive, I had made that mistake. I knew, even when we parted later that night and he swore he would call again with his voice still like honey, I knew I would never hear from him again.

And now? What now?

Now, two months later, I wait with the phone in my hand and behind me the children, all three of them quiet, and it’s worse than when they cried, and the dead buzz of the dead phone is more familiar than the voice that just said goodbye, I already miss the recent rasp of that voice, the flash of a promise in his throat that may have screamed too much in the dark, I will tell you more, I’ll call you again. Did he say that? I will call you again?

What if he’s dialing my number right now? Forgot one last thing? Is ready to provide proof that my husband is really still alive? What if the other one, the man with the honey voice and the big hands under the streetlamp, is dialing my number right now?

But I don’t let the phone go. As soon as I let the phone coil and snarl back to where it was before the latest call, I know that as soon as I force the receiver back into its cradle, that’s it, that will be it, there will be nothing to do with my body except sit here, park my body here, and then it will be dawn and then another day and then the next week and the month after that, waiting, waiting, waiting for the next call, his man of the rasp or that man of the voice like honey, or another man, another man with whatever voice his mother offered him as a gift the moonless night he was born, somehow, anyone with news, anyone to ask if my husband is still wearing the same shirt he was wearing the day they took him, did they uncover his head soon, don’t they realize he’s asthmatic, can’t breathe well under that rough dark bag they tied around his beautiful face, hid away his beautiful
curly hair, someone to ask who sews his buttons, is he hungry, is he hungry for the meat I will prepare for him when he comes back, succulent and juicy and slightly sweet, does he know the child was a girl, does he know he has a daughter, someone, anyone to ask, anyone to say yes to, yes, yes, I will do anything, anything, anything to bring back alive the love of my life. Anything, anything.
The phone is still in my hand and the baby has started to cry. I put the receiver back, I put the receiver back again and wait for the next call.

The Next Fantastic Leap
Elizabeth Lesser
With the force of your slap, your punch, your put-down, I enter the wormhole and travel back to the Big Bang. I feel the blast of separation, the stunned particles of the embryonic universe rushing away from one another.
With the force of your slap, your punch, your put-down, I land in the dark mud, in the pre-biotic soup where it all began—where the seeds of desire and conflict lay dormant and meaningless in the first cell. Pristine and glowing in its Oneness, yet somehow unfinished and clearly not thinking it through, the single cell made its fantastic leap into complexity, dividing into the
chaos of otherness. And immediately, separation begat the longing for reconnection. Encased in a membrane, cut off from the mother ship, each self-reproducing cell slithered and crawled, flew and ran, propelled by a vague memory of fusion, of love, of Oneness.

With the force of your slap, your punch, your put-down, I feel into the first fish, first flight, first fuck. I am the original bird, the earliest monkey, primeval man, new woman—all relatives of the first atom, the first cell, all branded with an ache for union and a brain not big enough to map the way home. I am the half-baked heart of humanity, still evolving, ill equipped, attracted yet repelled by the other. I am yearning turning into taking; want becoming force; desire shape-shifting into greed. I am the first skipped beat of the heart, the first touch, the first kiss. I am gravity’s pull toward love, and I am the weight of antimatter, tearing us apart. I know what happened first, and I know which force will prevail. I know how we got here; I know why the nations choose war; I know why you hit me. But I know what happens next.

With the force of your slap, your punch, your put-down, my eyes become clairvoyant, my ears supernatural, my mouth a time machine: I taste your father’s violence, your mother’s rage; I see your little spirit growing in the dark, feeding on crumbs, giving up, losing its instinct for love. I hear my little spirit whispering what it knows, saying it out loud, seeking approval, being shushed, christened bad, beginning to doubt. I see us forgetting—forgetting we ever knew how to sing. I am falling back, back before the forgetting. Past my submission, past your hubris, past your father, past my father and their fathers on back to the Big Bang, the first cell, the primal leave-taking, and the eternal return. I pass my mother, your mother, and their mothers, falling back and back and back, through centuries of horror and holy interventions, cycles of mistakes and corrections, generations of progress and loss: the brilliance of your sex squandered; the genius of my gender negated through the ages.

With the force of your slap, your punch, your put-down, I awaken. Delivered from the first fifteen billion years . . . just a blip after a bang! Just an awkward misstep as that first cell stumbled across the starting line. I’m taking evolution in my own hands now. It needs help; I know where we made the wrong turn—where the wires got crossed and instead of wooing the other into the bliss of union we went to war; we sought the One by hating the other, dominating the other, eliminating the other.

After your last slap, your punch, your put-down, I made my own fantastic leap. I walked out and never went back. I left you to do the holy work of your own transformation. I am no longer your tour guide, your evolutionary shepherd. Lying here alone on my bed, I run my hands over my breasts and vow to trust the milk and honey of my own heart. I will make love with the other. I place my palm on my belly—where I am connected to God by a cord of blood and Eros. I will follow that river. My fingers explore the wet memory pool of my vagina, remembering and
naming every tide that entered and each that left. Now I become the ocean; I become the wholeness: I am the being before the bang, the original soup, the earthy mess, the sweetest word, the warrior’s sword, the angel’s wing.
I am deciphering the DNA of destiny in a lab of grief and freedom. I am finding my voice. I have joined a choir of men and women who praise union without force, connection without submission. We crave the cliff; the time is now; the next fantastic leap!

Give It Back
Suheir Hammad
Give it back how did you get it give it back you not using it right no right to
it return it to
the earth to your
ancestors to the spirits
vanishing the physical
Enough allowance has been made for women
like you but genocide is
unacceptable you will
have to give it back
there are plenty of sweet gay
boys who could put it
to proper use and some women
would appreciate another
one just for fun
Give it up
You so awed with guns and
missiles put them down
there then and give back
what brings life
cherishes life
saves life
Your mama must not have told
you it was a gift
your time is up homegirl
Give it here yes
you are sorry no
you can’t get it back
later
There are serious consequences remember?
Now get out my face with your
war whoring and don’t come
calling when those bombs
and those guns are aimed at you

The Destruction Artist
Michael Cunningham
At first I just destroyed my own art. I’d do a painting, and I’d
look at it and think, Right, another painting in the world, that’s
what we need. I felt this shame about it. Plus, okay, the paintings
weren't that good. They were good enough. We're loaded with good-enough paintings and sculptures and installations and, you know, all that. Go to a dozen galleries. Nothing much is terrible. Nothing's great. It's all just good enough. You never feel like anybody died to make it. You never feel like it took a bite out of someone's soul and the wound will never heal.

So I started slashing up my canvases and breaking the stretchers and then burning the whole thing. I didn't want to just throw them away, I wanted them not to exist anymore. And it felt so good. It felt like I'd *done* something. It felt much better than not having made the paintings in the first place.

You can probably imagine what happened next. I started destroying other people's art. It was a natural progression. I was onto something, and it seemed too good to keep to myself. I could walk into a gallery and take care of a painting with a box cutter in, like, thirty seconds. I could stomp an installation into rubble like *that*. Sure, you get arrested, and charged with vandalism and sued, and everything, but that's my art, that's part of it. And, you know, the artists don't like to admit it, but I make them more famous by wrecking their work. More or less the way a murderer makes his victims famous by killing them. But at the beginning, I only did inanimate objects. Cops and soldiers and psychopaths were so much better equipped for that other part.

And then, of course, an artist has to move on. The first few art attacks are exciting, they feel like something new, but by the tenth, it's over. So I started doing violence to myself. I started taking myself out of the world. Like we need another person, right? And, well, it's not like I'm that great. I'm not *bad*. I like myself well enough, but you know, I'm a shitty boyfriend and I'm pretty lazy and it's not like I'm contributing anything that the world can't do without.

It was hard, the first time. I was scared. I knew I couldn't do an ear, an ear seemed like the least painful possibility, but it would've been derivative. It would've been misinterpreted. So finally, I worked up my courage, got a cordless buzz saw, took some Percocets with about a pint of vodka, went into one of the better galleries on a Saturday afternoon, took off my boots and socks, and cut off my left little toe right in the middle of the room. Most of you have probably never severed a body part. It's not as terrible as you might think. Your body does this *Whoa, wait a minute* thing, you get dizzy, everything goes sort of hot and white, there's this paralyzing whoosh of vertigo, but if you hold steady through that, your body kicks in to what I'll call mode two. *Right*, your body says, *left little toe's going, shut down the pain sensors, move into shock mode*. The real pain comes later, and it's not pleasant. But by then you've done it. You've done your art. I'm in my last phase now, and it's the best work I've done. I had this final realization. I haven't really done anything much for humanity, I can at least do my art in the service of others. So I don't perform the violence myself anymore. I invite other people to do it. It can't be just anybody. I screen *heavily*. No fetishists, no sickos, it's not about that. It has to be someone
who’s had violence done to them, and it’s almost always women. Okay, it’s always women. I’ve had male applicants, but I’ve always turned them down. It’s not really something I can see happening between me and another man.

The women and I don’t meet before, but we do agree on what will happen. My gallery handles that. The first woman—I don’t tell their names—shot me, real carefully, in the shoulder, above my heart. Another woman buzzed off my right big toe, which was, as it happened, my last one. Another stabbed me in the back, right on the Magic Marker X, so she didn’t get a lung or a kidney. And et cetera. It’s up to them whether they want to talk after or just walk away. Some do, some don’t. One woman held me and cried and asked me to forgive her. Which I did. One woman was pissed off, she demanded to know why I’d let her do a thing like that, but it felt like she was mad at herself and me both, as if we’d had sex when we knew we shouldn’t, and were both to blame. I was down with that, too.

I’m pretty much done with the small stuff now, there’s not really much more to give, so it’s on to the next and, as they say, final step. I’m ready. I feel great. I feel clean and, I know this’ll sound funny, whole. There’s something saintly about it, like I’m sacrificing my body for something greater than me. I know that’s a little bit blasphemous. Sorry, I’m not really a religious person. And, as you might suspect, there’s not a big client base for the serious stuff. But it exists. Women are furious. Some are. You can’t imagine what’s been done to them.

If you’re interested, ask around. You can probably find somebody who knows somebody who knows somebody. I’m still available. I’m here. I’m ready. I’m here for now.
Hands in Protest
Erin Cressida Wilson

An armless female soldier stands center stage. Her name is Michaela.

MICHAELA
“\You fucking dyke." This is how the attack ended as I ran for the elevator and hit the down button, finally getting away from him. His attendant did nothing to help me, just stood watching as he pushed me up against the wall. I assume I was being called a dyke because I did not want to be raped by him. It was in the early evening, he had been out drinking with his full-time live-in assistant, who was there to watch over his abuses and wipe his ass. You see, he was in a wheelchair. And this, in itself, had put me off guard.

It had been a motorcycle accident five years prior. He had been poised for stardom. They say he had looked like Robert Redford.

But on this night, it was in a deserted hallway that he came off the elevator and lunged at me from out of his chair like a crazy screwed-up Spider-Man on LSD. I thought I noticed him hopping on one leg, but I didn’t have time to put it together in my mind as he pressed me up against the wall. I slipped away. With almost no struggle. And had no idea why until I looked back and noticed he was missing half his limbs.

So, how do you rape someone without your right arm and leg?

It’s a funny story that I tell over drinks. Everybody laughs. We even laugh at the "fucking dyke" part. I told this story over cocktails and torture in Iraq. With dust in my nose and liquor down my throat, I acted macho with the boys, showing off. They think it’s hot when I say "dyke."

Ironic that I should lose my digits, too. And now I simply wonder how to mend the seam of an armpit, or how to stitch and embroider new limbs onto military ribbons and Purple Hearts. But mainly, I find myself worried. Wondering how to carry a baby without hands.

Do you pick her up by the scruff of the neck with your teeth? Then lick her diapers on? Do you feed her like a baby bird and learn to drink tea with your toes? Do you swallow bonbons sent by the media frenzy, and let male nurses drop them in your mouth while getting invitations to participate in the Special Olympics?

When an Iraqi holds up her hand, it means "hello," a greeting. My partner took it to say "stop," a threat. And shot her dead. Her whole family. Five bullets into them. And one of them was mine.

A trigger pulled by my fingers. From the hand that was blown off three days later. A land mine. And President Bush calls me a hero.

Sometimes I feel like my body parts are up for grabs. 'Cause
if my arms hadn't come off but my tongue had been sliced out, 
what would I have done? I guess I would have turned my story 
into a song and sung it with my pussy on President Bush's front 
lawn. And then I'd have held a die-in on the final verse. If my feet 
had been burned, I'd have walked on my hands and blown 
smoke signals in the shape of peace signs. If my womb had been 
cut out, I'd have shocked him with my agitprop ways and made 
love to him with my eyes. If my eyes had been gouged out, I'd 
have put stars in my sockets and become the universe. And my 
ears? If they had been taken as trophies? If he had taken them instead 
of my arms? I'd start a silent protest. I'd hold your hand, 
and his hand, and her hand, and their hands, with my hands. I'd 
hold my hand up for you, a hello, a greeting. Not a threat. And 
I would not let go. Because they cannot, and will not, and are 
not ever allowed to break the bond between hands in protest.
The Bra
Sharon Olds

It happened, with me, on the left side, first,
I’d look down, and the soft skin of the
nipple had become like a blister, as if it had been
lifted by slow puffs of breath
from underneath. It took weeks, months,
a year. And those white harnesses,
like contagion masks for conjoined twins
—if you saw a strap showing, on someone
you knew well enough, you could whisper, in her ear,
It’s Snowing Up North. There were bowers to walk through
home from school, trellis arches
like aboveground tunnels, froths of leaves—
that Spring, no one was in them except,
sometimes, a glimpse of police. They found
her body in the summer, the girl in our class
missing since winter, in the paper they printed
the word in French, brassière, I felt a little
glad she had still been wearing it,
as if a covering, of any
kind, could be a hopeless dignity.
But now they are saying that her bra was buried
in the basement of his house—when she was pulled down into
the ground, she was naked. For a moment I am almost half
glad they tore him apart with Acteon
electric savaging. In the photo,
the shoulder straps seem to be making
waver O’s, and the sorrow’s cups
are O’s, and the bands around to the hook
and eye in the back make a broken O.
It looks like something taken down
to the bones—God’s apron—God eviscerated—
its plain, cotton ribbons rubbed
with earth. When he said, in as much as we have
done it unto one of the least
of these my brethren, ye have done it unto
me, he meant girls—or if he had known better
he would have meant girls.
Banana Beer Bath

_Lynn Nottage_

Inspired by a true story I heard in Uganda.

_An attractive woman stands in a pool of light._

**THE BEAUTY**

And when asked . . . this is how the story will be told:

There were three beautiful women in the house near the top of the hill. The Elem sisters. The beauties. This was known as far down the road as a market woman could walk in one day. It was a fact, cherished by our village like the tasty banana beer made by my father. We, my sisters and I, lived in that house near the top of the hill, unaware of local envy or the mild scorn our beauty provoked. We simply looked like our mother . . . this is how we responded to compliments. Beauty didn't help us milk cows, dig roots, or make the sunset any later, so beauty was not something we needed. It was a treat that we allowed ourselves on market days. And yes, on our occasional walks to town that invited shopkeepers to rush to their doorways and blow warm-air greetings in our direction.

My father wasn't one to boast, but he knew we'd fetch a mighty fine dowry.

But here I'll jump ahead past the part of the story that doesn't really bear repeating, as we all remember the day when the rebels became more than market talk, and curious whispers gave way to civil war. When the wave of violence became too large to out-swim, and swallowed our countryside. It is this part of the story that is repeated most often as a warning to children and unmarried women.

“They will beat you, rape you, and when they tire, they will kill you!”

“You'll be lucky if they make you a concubine or slave!”

Time and time again, the cruelties recounted. No, I won't repeat this part again.

Instead, here's what I remember, the snapping of twigs that announced their arrival just after sundown. We joked that it was the mischievous chimpanzee that liked to sip on my father's banana beer, but the insistent of the steps made my father believe otherwise. Shhhhh. He blew out the candle. Shhhhh. There were many of them on the wind, maybe twelve, fifteen in all, and they seemed to be moving with purpose. Shhhhh. My mother quietly scooped up our warm dinners and dumped them into the latrine in the back. She rushed about our home looking for things to hide, whatever she could gather in a matter of minutes, anything and everything, working to erase our presence. Shhhhh. Up the hill they marched.

“How do they know we are here?” asked Mother. Our house
couldn’t be seen from the road.

“They know,” said Father. A curious look crossed between them. Mother fetched her celebration lipstick, smearing bright red color on her lips.

“Why are you putting on makeup, Mama?” I asked.

“We are expecting company,” she said, and then rubbed shea butter on her face and body, giving her skin a robust glow. We could hear rebels singing, a playful marching song, I think.

“They will beat you, rape you, and when they tire, they will kill you.”

My father grabbed our arms, too tightly, and dragged us to the backyard where he kept the deep troughs of fermenting banana beer.

“Get in!” he whispered. “Get in!”

“No, it’s too cold!” said my eldest sister.

“Get in, now!”

He thrust us into the trough, pushing our heads down into the cold ferment, and watched us sink into the sludge.

Then he covered the troughs with huge banana leaves and retreated into the house to wait. Wait. And wait. The singing was closer; we now could make out the lyrics of the playful marching song. We held hands, which we hadn’t done in years.

“They will beat you, rape you, and when they tire, they will kill you.”

There we floated in banana beer, getting drunk on vapors. We listened to the rebels move about our home, shouting for food! Money! Women!

“Where are they?” demanded a boyish voice.

“Who?” My father’s panic drained him of authority.

“The three sisters, the beauties! We want them!” Our virginity was theirs, of course, and theirs to enjoy and ruin. The reward of war. They expected no less.

“There are no sisters left on this hill, just me,” said my mother. “I am the beauty!”

And she offered her beauty to them. Laughter could be heard as they... raped her. She screamed, my father sobbed. We held hands tighter, sucking down beer to escape. Hours. The noisy forest rose up, and we knew our parents were gone.

We didn’t dare move.

Imagine, for a moment, being betrayed by your own village elders. When I asked them sometime later, they argued that they were only protecting their own wives and daughters. We, the beauties, were their only offering, all they had to give of any value. Us.

Eternity. There, hidden away, numb, shivering, we floated in banana beer until morning light crested our hill and a day passed and another morning came in the same way. And then we heard them, footsteps approaching the trough, and we prepared to surrender our innocence. This was a moment we had known might come. We each gulped a huge mouthful of beer, preparing.

Hours of our tears blended with the beer, giving it a familiar
saltiness. Our hearts beat mad beats, angry, sad beats, bitter beats. The footsteps were above us, a lone figure cast a shadow across the banana leaves. We held our breath as a hand slowly lifted away our protective covering.

And then we saw the face of our discoverer. An ancient white bearded chimpanzee peered down at us, looking as surprised as we were. We could see the shock in her eyes. She hadn’t expected to find us, the three beauties, soaking in beer. Her huge black furry hand reached toward us and then plunged into the liquid, scooping up a mouthful of banana beer. And then another, and then another. We watched as she grew pleasantly tipsy.

Then the chimpanzee gave us the most compassionate of looks, as if to say, “I understand.” She carefully replaced the banana leaves overhead, and we listened to her disappear into the forest, and then . . . and then we found laughter in our throats, relief. And as if by invitation, we pulled ourselves from the trough of beer and staggered into the forest, drunk, wet, but very much alive.
True
Carol Michèle Kaplan
SPEAKER
(in a rush of words)
I saw a man in the park, his face bloated with anger, red, his arm raised, the end of it a fist aimed at the child at his knees, wanting attention a hot dog I want something to eat I want but he had nothing to give, no money no patience no anything else and fury surged up in him as if from hell itself and the fist braced to explode like a bullet and the little girl cringed and screamed, "Please no don't!"
(beat)
And he didn't. He stopped. His arm frozen as if arrested by an idea.
(beat)
And he looked at the little girl as if seeing her for what she was—small, frightened, innocent—and he picked her up and tossed her into the air and the little girl's laughter sounded like bicycle bells and sparrows twittering in flight.
I saw this news report about Darfur that showed Janjaweed militiamen riding their horses into the burning African village, firing their automatic rifles at the scattering villagers—bare backs, sandaled feet, ragged clothes whipping against bone-thin limbs as they fled—and in one militiaman's path, an African woman, a Zaghawan, eyes wide with shock, one hand stretched out as if to fend off a blow, and at her breast, the nose of her nine-month-old baby. And the soldier leveled the rifle and stared down the barrel and the woman's whispered cry went out, "Please! No, don't!"
(beat)
And he didn't. He stopped. His finger poised as if caught by a thought.
(beat)
And he looked at the woman and saw her for what she was—a mother, desperate, alone—and he noticed that the other Janjaweed had passed and he spurred his horse on and galloped around her and the woman's sobs of relief rose up like the beating of drums strong enough to bring down the rains.
I read this article in a magazine where a Muslim girl, a Bosnian, just fifteen, was dragged from her bed and taken to a camp and surrounded by men who threatened to rape her and break her, who hit her and beat her, and she beseeched them, “Please no! Don’t.” And a teenage boy passing by heard her cries and he stopped. He came over to look and said, “I know you. We used to go to school together in Prijedor.” He saw her for who she was. And he turned to the men and said leave her alone she’s just a girl from my school who won a prize for her essay and I’ve seen the sun shine on her teeth when she laughs with her friends, and the men hung their heads and backed away and the young girl’s tears flowed like a prayer from her lips for the boy had appeared like an angel and intervened.
I knew a girl who went to school with me who always changed in the toilet stalls when we got ready for PE and one day she was late and couldn’t wait and when she took off her shirt I saw red welts on her back. Red welts. The kind you can only get from a whip. And she saw me see them and the look on my face and I stopped what I was doing and opened my mouth to tell her that I cared, that it was wrong, that we would confront her mother and shake the switch from her hand and fling it to the floor and stamp it into a thousand broken pieces and she’d never again have to fear going home. *(beat)*
I wish this is the way things had happened. Everything I have said, but they did not. No. The father hit, the soldier fired, I did not speak I turned away I pretended I had not seen. They did not happen as I have said, but they might have. Because of the boy from Prijedor. He stopped. He was the only one.
Club
Nicole Burdette

A Young Waif speaks:
Everybody loves stories about the eighties. Especially New York in the eighties. Here’s one:
I was supposed to be in a fashion show at the Limelight. I had done them there before and gone in the back entrance but this time it was closed. I was nineteen years old and living at the Chelsea Hotel then and for some reason I was wearing a white fur coat—I still don’t remember where I got it or where it went. In addition to the fact that I am allergic to fur. But regardless, I was wearing this coat with tennis shoes, white tennis shoes— I remember because at the end of this story I am sitting on the curb with my feet in the gutter on Sixth Avenue staring at my shoes. I was rushing, as I always was in the eighties, in New York. I went up to the main entrance and told the bouncer that I was in the show. He said the club wasn’t open yet, I said “I know but I’m in the show and have to get in there,” and then he hit me. (Incredibly long, long beat) (Girl looks down, no expression)
I’m sorry that I can’t describe to you what it felt like. I can only say that I wanted to go back home in that moment and in that same moment I knew there was no home to go to—the hit didn’t mean anything—was just a brutality—the bigger problem was where to go.
I made my way to the curb. I was in a daze and collapsed there in a pool of tears. There were so many homeless people that it was not unusual to see someone crying or lying in the gutter. I wish I could explain to you what it was like to sit in the gutter but all I could see were my tennis shoes—ghetto-white and brand-new. I remember this because I spent the first part of my life looking down at my feet. I could have been anywhere. I didn’t know where I was, I didn’t know I was talking to myself—“I want to go home, I—I want to go home, I want to go
home..." I was saying this all the while knowing I could never go back home. "I want to go to Minnesota..." (Beat) I knew there was nowhere to go—but I couldn't stop saying it and I couldn't stop thinking it. I couldn't move. (Beat) I was never a good girl in the sense that I could ever articulate what anything in my life had felt like. A hit was a hit. It didn't feel like anything. I was terrified to be awake in my life—I thought I would die. It was easier to look at the ground.

So the city, the gutter—everything turned white... landscapes of snow that seemed a long time ago. Meadows and flatlands and farms, cornfields high and bean fields... blankets of snow that went on for miles—a landscape so barren it looked like outer space. Following the lights along the highway, I saw the gas station five miles from my house.

By now I was far, far away from a gutter on Sixth Avenue. I was rolled up in a ball when I felt two hands on my shoulders. I heard, "Are you all right?" "What's happened to you?" "Honey, stop crying and tell me."

He had a kind voice I remember that. I didn't look up but I told him what happened. I let him pick me up out of the gutter and stand me on my feet. My knees gave out straightaway; he stood me up again and then he walked up to the club to have words with the bouncer—righteous and direct. Not violent.

Sixth Avenue was very busy now, wall-to-wall people, like it used to be in the eighties, but this man held me in his arms for a very, very long time—telling me it was going to be all right. I kept telling him I wanted to go home and he asked where that was and I said I didn't know and that I was nowhere—that I was hungry and tired and poor and that I was scared and that I had been that way for a while, that I was so light that I could float away or fall to the ground—what I couldn't tell him was that I didn't see a way out of any of it—that I had just traded in the barren landscape of my past for a more crowded, grey place and that I could not find comfort anywhere in this world. I could not stand up alone—my knees just kept buckling like a colt's. So he waited and waited there with me until I could move. He hailed me a taxi; he gave the driver some money and told him to take me home. He told him to take good care of me.

About ten years later I was at a party. A woman I know grabbed my arm and with great enthusiasm, smiling, said, "I want you to meet my husband!" This man turned around. It was him. He saw me and I saw him and we stared at each other. She said, "Do you know each other?" And I said, "He helped me up once." (Beat) "A long time ago."
Conversation Between Heaven and Earth

Kathy Engel

five years since I fell over the earth
forced myself to look at your made-up face in a wood box
it wasn’t you
I delivered the eulogy
told how you rinsed the tomato sauce out of the spaghetti
for Naimah and Amandla
at Cummington when they were ten,
you were trying to write as a mother does
Ajax in hand
Naimah has brought back your words to live forever
the story of women in prison
where are you at some ungodly hour when I need an ear for
these words
can’t go out there naked punctuation all crazy
you would say my clothes don’t match
it is all a breaking of bars a planting of words a faith
unimaginable
my arms around Naimah but I was pale she stood taller
than a young woman in your red dress taller than me
her pale aunt shrinking at that moment my voice caught
the way it did in childhood
at a grave site
poems or beauty don’t dry
when Mbachi came from Zambia people thought
she was your daughter
this is relevant don’t cut this line
our survival is relevant
our stories from Edgecombe Avenue Zambia Buffalo
and this Narrow Lane
are relevant
if I go to another meeting where men turn from naming
every rape I will
I know nothing new
wake in terror
did I tell you Naimah is strong and open
like rivers of Egypt we never swam
but dreamed of
we have always
carried bags banners babies on hips backs bellies
rinsed tomato sauce
have always cupped our hands like moons
to catch the wet crinkly utterance of life
crashing through dripping legs remember how you raced
to my baby shower late of course but with a basket of
everything
I might need for the overflow
we have always melted the metal part of burning
into resistance
I can't possibly think of a new or original thing to say
but I just turned fifty and you left us at fifty
honestly I know less
question more
remember when we wrote a poem together about where we live
the black white beige and the food children Marvin Gaye
death penalties your black hands which are black
my beige hands living white
victorious in the holding
defying these cancers
except oh my if only you could see the girls now
you would sigh like the sun peeking through
the most glorious dawn because they are women and they
know things
love to dance like we did speak Spanish
traverse continents they know something
poems roll like the sea
in your red dress
both girls wrote to you the aunt
we try to teach our children living something true but
contradictions
eat our insides like Snickers bars
Naimah has three kids
sits at the computer with your words
her words
you wrote everything sits for a minute
minutes fall like Fallujah
at least you didn't have to see this
I recite the litany of brave women I practiced before birth
following your verse but the names scale down my body like
skin
when I say sister we earned that
didn't name before earth tore open
to live
we who remain
suck poetry through veins
laugh volcanoes
laugh civil disobedience
pull onions from every sauce
drink
coffee in Gaza
grateful you didn't have to see hot sauce jazz blues raped
and they gave the storm a woman’s name
grateful you can’t hear the bombs again going down on ancient
alphabets
like hard body parts into soft places
forced
your body left you
the cells testifying only against life finally
who legislates
this is all I can write at this hour of my life
love poems love poems resistance to cancer resistance
to war
resistance to stealing what we grow
resistance to leaving
resistance to hacking story like machetes
I know I need to talk about the place ghosts don’t want to go
the naked place of responsibility
but all I can do is shake here in the middle of the night
in my drenching
dare the words
to come
drops of sweat and rain
orange light across our sky
I can't recall my grandmother saying the word woman
but that’s what she gave me
my mother said woman told me never never let a person
with testicles lay a hand to you
come home to your mother you hear me that’s the only rule
we have to do more than pray for our daughters
it is the middle of the night of my life
my sister is making fewer movies and more self-defense martial
arts
she has babies
and a body
I'm holding my breath saying the names of our girls
the way you would
in my pajamas at 3 a.m., no more nightgowns
in the zone as you called
a moment on heaven still on this earth still eating tomatoes
seeds we spit out as girls
fruit we loved as women
breathing horse whiskers we can be girls we can be women
we can be colors we never imagined the prison doors just
blew open your poems did that
In memory: Safiya Henderson Holmes
December 30, 1950—April 8, 2001
(with thanks to Alexis De Veaux)
Her body belongs to every white man who wants it and who knows that a black woman can never be raped because she always "wants it." After all, she is a willing prisoner of her carnal urges. Why would three white men ever have to take what a black woman has always been willing to give?

Her body already belonged to them because their grandfathers had willed it to them, just as her grandfather had done the dirty work so they could be clean and comfortable. One of their friends reminded her just in case she forgot. "Tell your grandfather thanks for the cotton shirt."

She forgot that her body already belongs to them because the truth belongs to them. When a famous white man called her a 'ho on his radio show, he let her know that her body was his to play with and speak of as he liked. He could diminish her, even dismiss her, as he saw fit.

But her body also belongs to higher powers. It is on loan from the god who decided to give her life. At least that's what she's probably been told from the time she was a little girl. Back then theology made little sense except when there were stern reminders that "your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit."

If her family didn't tell her, the church did, even if she didn't sit in its pews. The black church shows up whenever black folks say that God told them to love you, or help you, or instruct you, or uplift you. It also shows up when some of them tell you that you're going to hell because you don't believe the way they believe. Or because you behave the way they used to behave before Jesus saved them from the lake of fire.

It shows up when sisters who mean no harm tell you to watch how you prance and switch. After all, if your body sways the wrong way, it might even sway holy men to forget that you body belongs to God. Next thing you know, they'll be borrowing his temple for a night and telling you that joy isn't the only thing that comes in the morning.

Her body also belongs to every music video that pictures her as a hoochie, or trick, or gold digger, or chicken head, or skeezer, or hoobrat, or slut. Her body belongs to the slow-motion frames that capture her breasts jiggling, her hips gyrating, her behind protruding, and her torso writhing in sensual convulsions. She belongs to every lyric that tags her "bitch" or "'ho."

She also belongs to every voyeur who pounds his flesh in the dark to splash on her ebony eroticism. She belongs to every fantasy of furious sex conjured by the pulsating rhythms of pelvic thrusts. She belongs to every stud who peels off his roll of one-dollar-bills to stuff into her moving G-string.

She belongs to every woman who in order to feed her children and put herself through school, has to dance for a living—either by twirling around a pole in a club or spiraling up corporate stairs to a glass ceiling. She belongs to every woman who has had to hear that if she hadn't been acting so sexy, she wouldn't have been raped.

But she belongs, even more, to black women. She belongs to that little black girl who was molested by her uncle and then intimidaded
into silence. She belongs to that black girl with budding breasts who was seduced by a man claiming to be her “play father.” She belongs to that teenage black girl who was sexually abused by her mother’s boyfriend and then thrown out of the house when her mother desperately needed to believe her lover more than her daughter. She belongs to the black girl who committed suicide with her mother when they discovered they were both sleeping with the same married minister. She belongs to the black girl who was murdered by her mother’s live-in companion because she might tell how he had taken her virginity when she was eleven. She belongs to the college student who was date-raped and hushed into shameful self-denial by repeating inside her brain all the reasons why she wasn’t really raped. She belongs to those other young women who have to escort men in order to usher kids into adulthood. She belongs to those young ladies who are reprimanded by their elders with harsh judgment. “If you hadn’t been acting like a loose woman in an immoral profession, you wouldn’t have been abused.”

If we never gain sight of her in all of this—never hear her voice or her story—she will only belong to myths and stories. She will only be a symbol, a cautionary tale. But she is more than that. She is a flesh-and-blood woman who may have been washed away from her truest identity by a wave of hurtful headlines and hateful speech. When she gets over that, and over all of us, she will finally, perhaps even triumphantly, belong to herself.

---

**Woman Work**  
*Maya Angelou*

I’ve got the children to tend  
The clothes to mend  
The floor to mop  
The food to shop  
Then the chicken to fry  
The baby to dry  
I got company to tend  
The garden to weed  
I’ve got the shirts to press  
The tots to dress  
The cane to be cut
I gotta clean up this hut
Then see about the sick
And the cotton to pick.
Shine on me, sunshine
Rain on me, rain
Fall softly, dewdrops
And cool my brow again.
Storm, blow me from here
With your fiercest wind
Let me float across the sky
Till I can rest again.
Fall gently, snowflakes
Cover me with white
Cold icy kisses and
Let me rest tonight
Sun, rain, curving sky
Mountain, oceans, leaf, and stone
Star shine, moon glow
You’re all that I can call my own.
I’ve got to open the shop
Harvest the crop
Clean out the pool
Visit the jail
Get to the school
Teach all the classes
Pick up the mail
Raise food for the masses
I’ve got children to tend
The clothes to mend
I got to
I got to
I got to

Eye to Eye
Deena Metzger
In the dream, she can hear the moonlight fall, illuminating the black car that would have crawled silently as a shadow to her house perched at the end of a road where the last of the wild meets the encroachment of men. Or the vehicle, black as such vehicles are, and the windows dark to hide the occupants, is itself the instrument that slits apart the clouds to expose the light.
In the dream, she is awakened by silence rolling to her door and a man exiting the car soundlessly, as if he has learned from the animals how to walk, but he hasn’t; he has learned only
about boots and how to tread with them so nothing is signaled by his step. But the woman is awakened nevertheless because she knows the animal and this is no animal stalking. There is no kindness in the man and his approach, and so the woman waits for the door to open, the way ten or hundreds or thousands of women are waiting just then, somewhere, for such a door to open, a door she has a right to expect to remain closed, though it isn’t locked because she hates splintered wood and shards of broken glass.

Everywhere women and girls, even young boys, are waiting for such an intrusion that can be described as bitter moonlight shining on a bayonet seeking the dark. A world, an entire globe, anguished by such a plague of waiting that until recently has never been afflicted so. The consequence of war, perhaps the very first world war, in interminable explosion.

Now, alert, she sits up and waits, the way a leopard unwinds itself from the tree branch that it embraces in its sleep, watchful for the first tremulous movement of air at the outskirts, and the first revelation of what is coming to the creature that can see in the dark.

She knows she will see before he will see, and this is not what he expects. She also knows he is blind, and he doesn’t know he is blind. And so, having no weapons, and not wanting weapons, she will let him choose how he will have her, dead or alive. This choice will determine everything. And this, also, he doesn’t understand.

In the dream, she speaks after he enters and makes his demands but also as if he has not forced his way, postured or blistered or puffed up like an adder. In the dream, she puts out her arms and raises her knees so the white nightdress falls between them like snow. In the dream, she does not allow him to kill her. In the dream, she draws him into her body with a tide he cannot resist.

In the dream, she takes him into her body—the young boy who has never been stroked, or who is tormented until he converts pain to pleasure, or who has not awakened from the nightmare in which, in order to live, he is forced to kill his sister and, in order to eat, to be a soldier for life.

In the dream, she takes him into her body, the mother who has watched this agony all her life. In the dream, she makes a demand that he cannot deny her. In the dream, he must look at her.

In the dream, his eyes are open and locked into hers. In the dream, she does not blink, she does not falter. She does not lower her gaze.

In the dream, she cannot resist any more than the dry earth can refuse water, or the dark can refuse light, or the grave can resist the body that falls. In the dream, she decides to love him and to look him in the eyes, in the dream, he cannot look away.

In the dream, the rain falls on the bed, and embers of starlight burn onto the floor while the trees that were axed resurrect themselves from the stumps that remained, and the great cats roar again from their forest perch, and everything massacred
rises up into life again.
Or it does not.
In the dream of a woman who had been raped twice—at knifepoint and at gunpoint—she takes the killer into her body and makes him look her in the eye. In the dream, she says, “You will have to claw your way to forgiveness.” It is not the man’s dream, and so we do not know if he understands. And then we do not know if the woman continues dreaming, or awakens, is awake, or if she dies.

Hail to the Vagina

Robert Thurman

The famous Indian Buddhist Esoteric Scripture, The Glorious Esoteric Community Royal Tantra (Shri Guhyasamaja Tantraraja), is presented as a revelation granted by the Primordial Buddha Vajradhara, who gives the teaching while said to be residing
in “the Vaginas of the Diamond (Vajra) Female Buddhas” (vajrayoshid-bhageshu vijahara).”

This extraordinary setting essentially reveals the most profound nature of the infinity of reality, as perceived by enlightened beings, as the most sensitive, delicate, adamantine matrix of life and bliss. This most advanced esoteric text of the Buddhist inner science, then, describes the deepest absolute reality discovered by all fully enlightened beings, not as atoms or subatomic particles whirling dizzily about, not as a dark space of nothingness, not as inconceivable strings vibrating away in the eleventh dimension, but as “voidness the womb of compassion” (shunyata-karuna-garbham), “bliss-void-indivisible” (sukhashunya-advaya), i.e., as a delicate but ecstatically invincible envelope perfectly capable of holding all life in freedom from suffering, while nurturing it for blissful evolutionary fulfillment. It is utterly beyond all violence. A root Tantric vow is to never perceive any woman as unenlightened.

In Buddhist Tantric symbolism, the Victorious Vagina is represented as a (usually) red equilateral triangle with apex downward. It is called the Dharmodaya—Source of Truth, or Reality-Source. In Buddhist insight, there are two kinds of truth, absolute, ultimate, or actual truth or reality, and relative, conventional, or illusory truths or realities.

As the source of relative realities, the Dharmodaya Vagina gives birth to the world and all its beings and things, since things’ freedom from fixated essence allows them to be created, develop, and flourish. This inexhaustible fount of creativity, when misunderstood, can be feared and hated as the source of suffering, since an alienated consciousness trapped in a fixated separated identity perceives the vast diversity of things as overwhelming, uncontrollable opponent that cannot be either consumed or destroyed. But the real source of suffering is the misunderstanding, the ignorance, the misknowledge, not the Dharmodaya Vagina. When you have achieved transcendent wisdom, you emerge from the Vagina triangle, coming forward into the world and enjoying the magnificent diversity as the endless play of blissful energy. Only then do you truly live la différence!

As the source of truth on the absolute level, we enter into the Dharmodaya Vagina triangle, go through it to the most profound transcendent reality of bliss-freedom indivisible. In this context, the triangle’s corners represent the “three doors of liberation,” three ways to approach the absolute freedom that is the ultimate reality of all things. These three are voidness, signlessness, and wishlessness, the visceral understanding of which leads to the enlightened realizations of freedom, peacefulness, and blissful satisfaction, respectively.

When you realize you are the void of absolute, fixated, alienated essence, you discover the blissful freedom of infinite interconnection with all beings and things, a freedom that allows you to play harmoniously with all other relational things.

When you realize that each thing, just as it inconceivably is, is whole within itself as flowing nexus of interconnection with
everything else, you are released from the compulsive drive to
push it into processes of signification and causation, and you
discover the unexcelled peacefulness of the reconciliation of all
dichotomies and the adamantine tolerance of all cognitive dissonances
that is enlightenment.
And when you realize that all beings and things are ultimately
and primordially essentially fulfilled in their freedom and
peacefulness, you discover the superblass energy that is the actual
reality of all things, and you effortlessly enjoy the wisdom of innermost,
supreme, realistic satisfaction that transcends all suffering
of both yourself and all others.
Within the sphere of the Victorious Dharmodaya Vagina, you
live and die and live again endlessly without deviation from the
Parinirvana play. As the great Kanhapa said, "I wander through
the town adorned with my necklace of Parinirvana pearls!" This
is utterly nondual and expresses the adept’s experience that all of
reality is a reliable matrix for the blissful communion of orgasmic
bliss and peaceful freedom.
The two levels of truth or reality are only "levels," that
is, different, on the relative, illusory level of conventional expressions.
Ultimately, in their inexpressible actuality, they are
indivisible, nondual. Thus relative superblass and ultimate void
freedom are indivisible in fact. The passionate red triangle represents
this nonduality in that it can be entered into and emerged
from simultaneously. This can also be symbolized by adding a
second triangle, sometimes white, sometimes red, with apex upward.
The nonduality then is represented as two intersecting triangles,
which is familiar in India as Shiva and Shakti (God and
Goddess, Peace and Power) in union, or as the domain of Chakrasamvara
and Vajrayogini (Superbliss Machine and Diamond
Unifier) in union, and in the West as the Seal of Solomon, or the
Star of David.
However exactly we interpret the symbolism, however, we
rhapsodize about the Victorious Vagina, we cannot only adore
its earthiness, we must celebrate its holiness, redolent with awe-
someness and sacredness. Nothing profane or prosaic about it.
Source of all happiness, violence can never reach it.
The Buddhist tradition is not mainly religion, however, does
not mainly require belief, especially not belief in some fantasy
world to be fabricated by suspending reason and straining the
imagination. It is more science, encouraging reason, knowledge,
and wisdom, considering that the more realistic you can be, the
more genuinely happy and the more effectively benevolent you
can be. So to truly enjoy the Victorious Dharmodaya Vagina,
you need to know it deeply, to appreciate its magnificence and its
profundity.
Hail to the Dharmodaya, Source of Truth and Mother of
Bliss!
Rescue
Mark Matousek
I grew up in estrogen overload, in a house filled with difficult women, the only son of a harridan who’d sent her husband—my father—packing for love of another married man. We were poor—not ghetto poor, but borderline white-trash Jewish poor: my mom, my three troubled sisters, and me, in our three small under-furnished rooms. For a long time—truthfully, my whole life—I’d convinced myself that this single fact of my boyhood, this isolation with too many women (picture a lost sperm circling an ovum), was the most formative piece of my story—hands down—the twist that made me me and formed my sperm-headed view of the world. Then one day I realized that this was a lie—or should I say an incomplete truth.
I was in my shrink’s earth-toned womb of an office. Martha was asking about my mother, who looms like Medusa over my insides, turning traitorous thoughts to stone. She knew about Ida already, of course, but not till that day had the question of rape been on the table. Ida was raped many times in her life—as a big-breasted girl running fast with Italians, as a teenage bride bartered to a sadist (to save what was left of her reputation), as a woman whose integrity, such as it was, pivoted in her own mind around being first and foremost an excellent fuck. These were the painful details I was sharing with Martha when she scrunched up her face all of a sudden and stopped me. “You mother was raped?” she asked. “All of the women in my family were raped,” I told her. Martha seemed shocked. I was shocked myself, not because the information was new but because I’d never said it out loud, which meant it had only half existed. Now that it did—now that I’d said it—a truth (so obvious that I’d missed it) blasted a hole through my story line. The version of things I’d believed to be true. It wasn’t being trapped in a house filled with women that had made me the very strange person I was, but growing up in a houseful of raped women.
The nightmarish reel of flashbacks began, looking into Martha’s eyes, pictures of naked female flesh, the pornographized landscape of childhood. But these pictures revealed themselves differently now, not as women who shamelessly bastardizing themselves (as others described me when I was away), not spreading themselves uncontrollably, prompting despair and abandonment; but as their bodies probably were, attacked, betrayed, and chewed up—discarded—largely against their will. The images came back to me in a rush: my mother locked in the bathroom weeping, hitting her head against the tub, whispering “I want to die” as I beat on the door and screamed till it opened—then her staring at me with dead eyes, a trickle of blood sliding down her neck from hitting her head against the enamel; My beloved eldest sister, Marcia, escaping the husband who beat and degraded her, bound and gagged her, then dumped her
for another woman and prompted her suicide at twenty-nine; My other older sister, Joyce, being chased outside my bedroom door in the middle of the night, a strange man’s voice coaxing, “I’m not gonna rape you,” then disappearing at fifteen to a home for unwed mothers; My baby sister, Belle, in hysterics at ten, crying to me that the neighbor whose child she babysat had been touching her in the bad place, wrong, and me confronting him (age thirteen) with a barbecue skewer on his patio.

These memories were just the beginning. There were more, there were echoes, the rapes continued—by men and soon enough by themselves, as my mother and sisters sold themselves short, raped their own choices, potential, respect; forced themselves into too-small, tawdry lives with men who used them as pleasure mules. The pictures came back, and as I described them—revealing so much more of the truth—a disturbingly different, more accurate picture began to emerge in myself of myself.

It wasn’t estrogen overload that had turned me into a rescue artist; it was rape overload, abuse overload, an excess of feminine self-mutilation—an absence of innocent love toward a woman. Nowhere in retrospect was there a memory of woman adored, exalted, or blessed; nowhere an image of feminine eros protected, beloved, refined, rendered precious; and nowhere an entry for me to love in the way a boy (or man) needed to love in order to free himself of guilt: the guilt of not saving what he cannot save. The shame of needing to run away because he can’t face the unlovable women. The disgrace of being forced to choose between himself, his life, and the women whose sacrifice freezes his heart, the heart he needs to survive—with despair.

Because these women were all I had, I loved them (in spite of everything) beyond words. For a long time this love was too much to face in light of the safety I could not give them. This was the actual bone-true story, I realized after that day in Martha’s office, the kernel of mourning I’d buried in rage. I’d run away out of hatred. I’d run away from an excess of love. This was shocking to me—this unmasking of grief. My armorial manhood began to unclench—forced me to share in their violation, to feel the assault on these women I cherished. Far easier to blame the victims than share their helplessness, I realized. But, telling this secret, I had no choice. There was nothing to hate now but violence itself, nothing to despise but men out of control, which plunged me into the heart of the matter. If men were rapists, then so was I (my childish black-and-white logic had told me long before I even had words for these things). As a fatherless kid starved for any male virtue to believe in—for faith in this sex I was born with, this stranger—I’d blocked the truth to save the faith that men could also be good and trusted, that I would never inflict such pain.

We do this, men, very often, I think, mostly without knowing it. Every day in every country for every reason the mind can invent for why the violence is deserved. If Eve isn’t guilty somehow, we wager—bringing the blood upon herself—Adam cannot
rule the world. And so the blame-shifting lie continues till one day—if we’re lucky and ready—we men drop the story, we start to grieve, and the cycle, the ignorance, comes undone. I’d tell my story differently now if anybody wanted to hear it. I come from a family of raped women, but that no longer makes me a rapist. It makes me a man with a broken heart. I come from a family where cocks were weapons, but that does not make me a war machine. It makes me a man with a dangerous power (women have their own dark ways), equally fierce and beautiful. Now that I’ve grown into a man—now that I know I’m able to love—I can say what men do without hating myself or mistaking my power for violence. The tenderness of wolves, they call it—the exquisite absence of blood among killers. This is the tenderness men can give women. This is the story when shame finally ends.
To Stop the Violence Against Woman

Alice Walker

WOMAN
TO STOP THE VIOLENCE
AGAINST
WOMAN,
WOMAN
MUST STOP THE VIOLENCE
AGAINST
HERSELF.
WE CAN BEGIN TO DO THIS
NOW, NOW THAT WE SEE
A SKY
AND NOT A ROCK
A STICK
OR A FIST
ABOVE ALL
OUR HEADS.
WOMAN
TO STOP THE VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMAN,
STOP THE VIOLENCE
THAT YOU
PERPETUATE
AGAINST
YOUR OWN
SISTER
WHO IS
A WOMAN, YOUR OWN
DAUGHTER
WHO IS
A WOMAN,
YOUR OWN
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
WHO IS
A WOMAN.
YOUR OWN
MOTHER
WHO IS
A WOMAN.
WOMAN
TO STOP THE VIOLENCE
AGAINST WOMAN,
STOP THE VIOLENCE
THAT LIVES
IN OPPOSITION
TO YOUR LIFE,
DEEP IN YOUR
OWN TERRORIZED AND
UNCHERISHED
HEART.
WOMAN
REMEMBER WHO WE ARE:
NOT "GUYS"
BUT
THE MOTHER
OF ALL
LIVING.
WE CREATE OUT OF OUR OWN BLOOD
AND MILK
THE CREATURES
WHO OPPRESS
US;
WHETHER THEY ARE MEN
OR
OURSelves.
WOMAN
AWAKE!
ARISE!
STAND UP!
WOMAN
TO STOP THE VIOLENCE
AGAINST
WOMAN,
GET UP
ON YOUR PERFECTLY
UNBOUND
FEET!
WE HAVE LOST THE EARTH
LIVING ON OUR KNEES.
Fur Is Back
Eve Ensler
I wanted to be funny. I wanted to be a funny, laughing, invited-to-the-party person. I wanted to be a little flirty, maybe, a little naughty, a little fab, mysterious, chic. I wanted to be fun—telling wild, crazy stories, jumping in the pool naked at midnight, wearing that sexy push-up bra. Driving the convertible fast down the highway in a rainstorm. I wanted to be delicious and adorable and not too available, not too talkative. I would have settled for a little dry, even, or sarcastic. Dry people get invited to the party. Dry nihilists, who are permanently unhappy, permanently in despair, bleak. They are there in their very expensive torn, shredded black clothing, surrounded by groups of beautiful people with fabulous torn, shredded haircuts that look like they just survived something awful—you know, that private jet ride where they ran out of merlot. But I am not dry. I am not adorable. I am not funny. I am angry. Fucking angry. I am raging. I do not get invited to parties. Well, not anymore. I did at the beginning. I had a certain charm, a certain flair. People mistook it for funny until they discovered that I was the person who ruins the party. Interrupts the pleasure, brings in the rest of the world like a brutal Chicago winter wind. I am the person who, for some reason, has to see it, say it, and make everyone aware. I am the one who responds to the casual “what’s up” with “Well, I just got back from Afghanistan, downtown Qandah-ar, where the Taliban is back. Where the Taliban actually never went away, but they are now blatantly back because the U.S. supported the wicked jihadists and put them in office. The jihadists who raped and pillaged and murdered and, instead of being brought to justice, were brought to power by the U.S., and now there is so much corruption and so much violence that the Taliban looks good.” I am that person who doesn’t stop there, who has to go on because being at the party makes me even angrier. I somehow forgot until that moment that the rest of the world went on, went to the party, they were laughing, drinking, flirting, enjoying. They weren’t undone or depressed by the whacked things going on. No the person asking me what’s up didn’t really expect an answer, didn’t even particularly want an answer. Was just asking
the question, a stupid party question 'cause that's what people do at parties. They don't listen, they don't give a shit, no, that's why they are at the party. That's why their whole life is a fucking party. Their whole life is directed toward getting invited to the party. Dressing for the party. Getting drunk or laid or into the party mood, and there I am ruining everything. What's up? What's fucking up? Don't you read the news? The Amish girls shot down in the school 'cause they were there, 'cause they were girls. Or the girls in the refugee camps in Darfur going to get grass for their donkeys or wood for the fire who get grabbed, who get raped and raped and can't find their way back. But let's protect the rapists, okay, let's defend them like the cleric in Australia said. They are being given too hard a time, a terrible sentence, when it's really the woman's fault, she brought it on herself, they brought it on themselves by not wearing a head scarf. They were open meat. If she had just stayed in her home, in her hijab, there wouldn't have been a problem. The cleric saying this—in 2006. If they had just stayed at home.

If I had just stayed at home, hadn't gone out, hadn't opened my mouth. I wasn't even invited to this party, a friend was invited and took me 'cause she couldn't find anyone else. It wasn't a direct invitation, a primary invitation from the source to me, and I am ruining the party, embarrassing my friend. I shouldn't have gone out of the house. There were too many bad things happening. Maybe it was hearing the woman at the party with the big stuffed thing around her neck say, "Isn't it fabulous—fur is back." Fur is back. Isn't it fabulous? Mutilation is back. Murder is back. Mink is back. Mink always makes me think about women. Not just that women wear minks, but that there is something about how women are raised to serve. Raised to be slaughtered. Something about being so beautiful, so soft and warm, that people have to wrap you around their neck or rape you from behind or shoot you in the head or mangle or beat or starve you.

Fur is back. Fur is back. Isn't it fabulous, turns back? So, it turns out, is rape. Rape is back. The Taliban is back. O.J. is back. Fur is back. Back back back.

But when did any of this go away? It never went away. It just gets ignored and buried and accepted by the people at parties, by the people who cannot stop partying, who think that life is one big party, which it is for them because they have everything, because they are wealthy and privileged and perfect and partying partying. Stop it. Stop it. Please please stop. Women are dying. Women have their labia ripped out. In the Congo, their faces melted off in Pakistan, they are bought as children in Atlanta. Stop, please, doesn't it matter to you? Don't their lives matter? I am screaming. I am on the floor, on the wall-to-wall plush carpet near the buffet table with goat cheese quesadillas and grilled shrimp and chocolate martinis. I am on the floor screaming, Stop it, stop it.

Stop. Can't you just stop? For one moment, stop your lives, stop your quest for pleasure, stop your partying. A crowd is now
looking at me, a crowd of fabulous partygoers who won’t look directly at me ’cause they are scared they might catch what I have, fabulous partygoers going on as I am being handcuffed, dragged, and removed from the party. I don’t move, I can’t move. I lie there on the street against the building and I open my eyes. I am looking up, straight up. I don’t remember seeing stars before in the city. There are so many of them and they are particularly sparkly. I don’t know if they are even real. They are so far away and they are right next to me. I am lying there and my eyes are open. I am not funny and my friend’s silk shirt is torn, but I can see what is in front of me. I can see the stars.

Afterword: Reclaiming Our Mojo

Jane Fonda

Every mother contains her daughter in herself and every daughter her mother and every mother extends backwards into her mother and forwards into her daughter.

—Carl Jung and Carl Kerényi, Essays on a Science of Mythology

It would have been easy to miss altogether. Just a short sentence tucked within the fifty or so pages of my mother’s medical records:

“She spoke with considerable shame of being molested at age eight.”

The moment I read it, I was filled with relief. Yes, sadness for her. Of course. Sadness. I wanted to hold her and rock her and tell her I understood and forgave her. But relief was there, too, flooding me as I lay shivering in the bed.

I was two years into writing my memoirs, My Life So Far, which I dedicated to my mother as a way to force myself to discover why she was the way she was. Part of that research meant trying to obtain her records from the institute where she committed suicide in the late 1940s on her forty-second birthday. I was twelve.

The evening the records arrived, I had to climb into the bed and cover myself in blankets because I suddenly felt so cold.

Here were the documents that would enable me to travel back in time into the reality that had been the last days of my mother’s life. What I had not anticipated was that there, tucked away amid the daily reports from doctors and nurses about her deteriorating state, was her own eleven-page double-spaced autobiography.

Could it contain the clues to the puzzle that I needed? Perhaps other family members had read these documents before me and missed that one sentence. Or had read it and not paid it much heed. Not understood what she meant when, in recounting her middle and high school years, she wrote, “Boys, boys, boys.” Not connected the dots upon reading that she’d
had six abortions and plastic surgery before I was born in 1937, and that her psychiatric tests at the end were "replete with perceptual distortions many of them emphasizing bodily defects and deformities."

But I had been getting ready for this moment for years and could at last understand and forgive her and, in doing so, forgive myself.

All my adult life, I had wondered about my mother's childhood. The older I got and the more I understood about the long-term effects of early trauma, the more I intuited that something bad must have happened. Maybe that was why I had been drawn to studying childhood sexual abuse over the previous five years. Maybe that was why in 1995 I founded the Georgia Campaign for Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention and soon discovered that childhood sexual abuse was the single biggest predictor of teenage pregnancy. Sixty percent of teen mothers fifteen years old and younger have been victims of sexual abuse.

By the time I read my mother's reports, I knew that sexual abuse, be it a onetime trauma or a long-term violation, is not only a physical trauma but that its memories carry a powerful emotional and psychic charge and can lead to emotional and psychosomatic illnesses and difficulties with intimacy. The ability to connect deeply with others is broken, and it becomes difficult to experience trust, feel competent, have agency. I knew that sexual abuse robs a young person of a sense of autonomy. The boundaries of her personhood become porous, and she no longer feels the right to claim her psychic or bodily integrity. For this reason, it is not unusual for survivors to become promiscuous starting in adolescence. The message that abuse delivers to the fragile young one is "All that you have to offer is your sexuality, and you have no right to keep it off-limits." Boys, boys, boys.

Then there's the issue of guilt. It seems counterintuitive that a child would feel guilty about being abused by an adult whom they are incapable of fending off. But children, at least, are developmentally unable to blame adults. They must believe that adults, on whom they depend for life and nurture, are trustworthy. Instead, guilt is internalized and carried in the body, often for a lifetime, often crossing generations. Self, dark, free-floating anxiety and depression. Frequently, this leads to hatred of one's body, excessive plastic surgery, and self-mutilation (more and more, I feel they are the same).

But the most profound thing I learned—years before I'd read my mother's history of abuse—was that these feelings of guilt and shame, the sense of never being good enough, and hatred of one's body cast a long shadow that can span generations, carried on a cellular level to daughters and even granddaughters.

Mother saw many doctors and psychiatrists for a seemingly endless list of ailments as a child, I had begun to believe that she liked being in hospitals more than she did being home. But in those days, if the doctors had thought to connect her medical issues with early sexual abuse, which was unlikely, they certainly
wouldn’t have known what to do about it. The psychiatrists she saw would have been Freudian. She’d have lain on a couch, staring at the ceiling, with the doctor sitting silently behind her. Just what she didn’t need. As Dana Crowley Jack has said, “the more traditional therapy reproduces a hierarchical relationship of authoritative (male) therapist and deferential (female) client which is not conducive to relationship.”

Early on, Freud had discovered incest and sexual abuse as the root cause of what was then called “hysteria” among his first well-to-do female patients. When his theories about this were first published, he was ridiculed by his colleagues in the field, who said it was unthinkable, an impossibility. Doubting his conclusions and perhaps fearing they would prevent his rise within academia, he developed what became the classic Freudian theory. Children want to have sex with their parents, and when incest is reported by patients, it is to be seen as sexual fantasy.

From then until the 1970s, the psychiatric profession firmly believed that incidents of sexual abuse and incest were “one in a million.” The frequency and effects of such trauma (and the ways to treat it) did not begin to surface until the arrival of a new wave of pioneering feminist psychologists such as Carol Gilligan, Jean Baker Miller, and Judith Lewis Herman. Only in the 1970s, when women began to eschew the old presuppositions (one in a million!) and listen to one another empathically, did the truth emerge: Childhood sexual abuse and incest were and are epidemic.

These women and their colleagues were also discovering that recovery required rebuilding bonds of trust and connection. Because so many survivors of childhood violence, sexual abuse, and incest have experienced trauma at the hands of a loved and trusted person, closeness to another can come to represent danger. Intimacy, for them, is too frightening, and so they cut off. We can cut off, deny, and be symptom-free, but the shadow is there, tamping down our potential juice—muting our mojo. The shadow becomes all the darker and more powerful when we deny it.

With the birth of relational psychology, the landscape of treatment for survivors of abuse has been transformed. Rather than the former neutral, impersonal form of psychotherapy, it is through the empowerment of a trusting, growth-fostering relationship that the damaged faculties allowing us to experience intimate connection can be brought back to life.

I often imagine how it might have been for my mother had she lived today and had the support of a community of women who could have heard her story, believed it, and been moved by it. The alchemy of their tears might have opened her heart to her own pain. That’s the crucial step.

I have a friend whom I love very much. He once told me about his childhood, describing without the slightest affect a litany of psychological and physical brutality. He seemed surprised when tears began rolling down my cheeks.
“But it was for my own good!” he declared, assuring me that the perpetrator was his “best friend.” Try as I might, I was never able to help him move through the factual history and reconnect with his feelings as that young boy, so beaten and abandoned. Nor could any therapist he saw over time. Perhaps the wounds were too deep, the scar tissue too thick. Besides, to the world, he seemed to be getting along just fine—no visible symptoms. Only those who wanted a deep connection with him knew why he couldn’t show up, why the empathy gene seemed to have been plucked from his heart. He could not experience empathy for others or for himself. As I’ve discovered, healing often has to start with self-empathy.

It is too late for my mother. But not for me. I feel blessed to have been given the truth about her history because it has enabled me to understand her as well as the nature and cause of my own shadow.

Isn’t it our job in life to get out from under the shadow and reclaim our mojo, realize our full potential as human beings? Don’t we—don’t I—need to expose the shadow to the light? Isn’t this the greatest legacy we can leave our children?

I have already made big strides. I have written my memoirs, my own historical narrative that reaches back to my ancestors and forward to my children and grandchildren—the remembering part. I feel this is a gift to them. When I die, or maybe even sooner than that, they can use my narrative, as I used my mother’s, to shed light on their own.

My task now is to go beyond the narrative and to enter it experientially, emotionally. Memory reconnected to feeling.

I know many people who have been able, with help, to move beyond dissociation. I’m one of them, and I’ve learned it’s an ongoing journey, not easy in a patriarchal culture that tells us it’s better to stuff it. Maturity, we’re told, means staying always in control.

But what’s so great about control if your heart feels empty and the walls between you and others feel impenetrable? Step three in AA’s twelve-step program is about giving up control to a higher power. For me, right now, my highest power is my own deep consciousness, my own Divine within that needs me to surrender to it the tightness and brittleness of control.

I’m in the last act of my life. What frightens me isn’t the thought of dying but getting to the edge of life with regrets. I discovered in preparing for my last act, at age sixty, that my biggest regret would be to have never experienced real intimacy. To do this, I saw, to finally overcome my tears, I would have to be willing to go to that dark, shadowy place and experience it. To learn to acknowledge and handle the toxic parts of what I inherited from my mother but also to embrace and embody the juicy, sensual, wild, and beautiful parts of her. I can’t do this if all I have is a relationship to the facts.

Knowing and hearing aren’t the same. We can talk about the facts of trauma, recount the chronology, and still continue to be cut off from the experience, unable to go back to the dark place...
and feel. Healing takes feeling. Healing also takes courage, because it's painful. But if you've ever exercised for physical fitness, you know the difference between the pain of hard muscular or anaerobic work and the pain of injury. The former has a positive payoff: increased strength and fitness. So it is with the pain of the internal work required for recovery. Yes, it's painful to purposefully try to access the emotions of trauma. But out of the pain can come a new, deeper, freer life if you are in a safe place, with loving guidance from a knowledgeable, skillful therapist or with a professionally guided group of women on the same journey.

For many, bodywork and holotropic breathwork, as developed by Dr. Stanislav Grof, and other transpersonal psychotherapies can dislodge the blockages that prevent us from reexperiencing and integrating early trauma.

It's important to create an intentional community of love, friends who are also committed to living as fully and wholly as possible. Eve Ensler and I are part of each other's community of love. It was with her that I first witnessed the power of what I call therapeutic listening. We were visiting a shelter for abused and abandoned girls in Jerusalem. Eve had asked permission to interview five or six of the girls, and I was worried that in the brief several hours we had with them, we would be opening Pandora's box and then we'd be gone. That's not at all what happened. I saw what is meant by "active listening." Eve pulled the girls into the act of remembering and encouraged them to go beyond the unspeakable facts of their traumas to what their feelings were. Her listening always held palpable respect and empathy. She shed tears for them, and a shift occurred. I could feel it. Each girl saw she was believed and began to hear her own story with empathy. For the first time, the girls heard one another's stories, and this, too, seemed therapeutic. A community had been created.

Serendipitously, I recently made a film that touches on the subject of incest. At dinner one evening with one of the producers, I was talking about the frequency of sexual abuse and incest and how so many women I know—most, in fact—have experienced this trauma.

"Why is this?" he asked. "Don't tell me it's about power." Don't tell me it's about power.

I saw that evening how dissociation can happen not only to victims of trauma but on a mass social level. This is how we avoid seeing violence against women as an inherent part of male dominance—the drive to impose power over those society views as "less than," or the drive to ensure submission of those whose power is feared.

A psychiatrist once said, "The general contractor for the social construction of masculinity and femininity is psychological trauma, but the architect is the system of dominance."*


In case you think that in the United States at the beginning of the twenty-first century women aren't viewed as less than,
listen to how men put down other men by calling them “girls,” “pussies.” How men who exhibit wonderful qualities such as empathy, compassion, nurture, qualities associated with women, are often scorned. And that’s without going into issues like lower pay for comparable work and far lower representation in the halls of corporate, media, and political power.

For survivors of violence, sexual abuse, and incest, part of what can lead them to self-repossession is to be drawn into the work of stopping the violence—like Eve Ensler has done. This can mean supporting shelters for victims of rape and domestic violence, creating crisis hotlines and rape crisis centers where there are none. We must ensure the presence of victim advocates in the court system, and the enforcement of penalties against perpetrators.

Those are some of the immediate forms that healing activism can take. But we need to hold in our hearts a bigger vision of a world in which both men and women are able to be full human beings, in control of their bodies and their hearts, respecting others’ bodies and hearts. And the more we achieve that within ourselves, the more effective we’ll be at moving society into a post-dominant era.